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VERY year, thousands of

Danish champions visit rural

areas during the annual Open

Farms weekend to see what life

is like for the man on the land.

They pet baby ducks, bottle-feed little

sheepses and have a go on the tractor,

that sort of thing.

Unfortunately, this year they were

treated to the SMELLIER side of rural

life when this bloke was COPIOUSLY

SHAT-ON while being filmed .by a-TV

news crew on a farm in Klovborg.

Ukrainian farmer Igor Jub was in the

middle of explaining where milk comes

from, when one of the mooers -

probably pissed off that she wasn’t

getting equal air time - PROJECTILE

CRAPPED all over him.

Igor managed to laugh it off - well,

SCRUB IT OFF, really - but we bet he

ate steak that night.

Kinda makes ya wanna work in

a bank, eh.HRcture
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Seven years, over three

hundred fuck scenes and

about a million award

nominations later, she’s

bloody PORN ROYALTY.

Plus she’s got about the

best set of 36D bolt-ons

we’ve ever seen. And we’ve

seen a few.

The NICE thing about

Kags is the way she’s always

seemed so damn happy

about her life in porn.

“I was totally ready,” she

reckons, talking about her

first filmed fuck scene shoot

at the aqe of 20. “I wasn'tat the age of 20. I wasn't

nervous at all. I was really

into it and ready to go.”

And the novelty hasn't

worn off with time. The little

champion reckons she even

has the odd wank over her

own stuff.

“Sometimes my fans will

send me a little clip or

something and I’ll think

‘that’s fucking hot!”’ she

says. “So I can say that, yes,

every once in a while, I’ve

-
t -

Jl

T-r
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busted a nut to my own

scenes.”

And even when she’s not

FLAT OUT busy rooting

PROFESSIONALLY, Kags

reckons she loves to GET IT

ON in her spare time.

“I had an orgy with some
friends,” she recalls. “It

was four girls and three

guys, none of us were in

a couple, we were all horny

and decided to go at it. We
woke up in the morning and

had a lot of fun talking about

it. To this day, it’s a fond

memory that we all share.”

Aww! NOICE! Rcture
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This very fine and amply-

titted young lady is Serena

Wood. In spite of the

average SHIT summer in

England, she takes her

norks for a walk every day.

V. %

s.
1

Terrific seppo PORN SPUNK
Eva Lovia has been engaging

skeptics on Twitter about

whether there is a god and if

so, does she love Twit tit

pics. We BELIEVE, Eva!

12 WWW.PICTUREMAG.COM
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In the finest Dutch tradition,

international NUDIST Nikia

is perfecting her universal

sign language. Here, it’s

either “Wassup?” or “These

are my breasts. Admire”.

* n

*»



When Mia’s delightful

MILKERS bust out of the

constraints of clothing, they

pose a very real threat to

the ill-fastened zip or

buttons of mens’ trousers!

The GoTopless.org march
arrived at Bryant Park, with

many BEAUT speeches on

the nature of NORGS.
These two have carved

their own BOOBY niche.

German spunk Micaela

Schafer donned her

SEXTOBERFEST costume,

right by the famous
Brandenburger Gate. Erm,

BEER! And TITS! Foam etc

THE PICTURE 13
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SLIPPERY CUSTOMER
A WEIRDO in England has been

banned from kiddies' play

grounds after being spotted

trying to fuck a slippery dip.

Chris Johnson, 46, was arrested

after "simulating a sexual act

with a slide" in a park in Stoke,

Staffordshire.

He pleaded guilty in Coventry

Magistrates Court to "outraging

public decency" and received

a three-year Criminal Behaviour

Order which prevents him going

anywhere near including parks,

leisure centres, swimming baths

or recreation grounds where
there is a slippery dip. It wasn't

the bloke's first go at it, either

- he was arrested for molesting

a similar piece of playground

equipment in a different park

busted in July last year. Fuck

knows what'll happen if he ever

gets on the swings.

YOU'RE safer swimming with white pointers than

taking a selfie, according to the latest statistics.

So far in 2015, 1 2 people are known to have CARKED
while snapping a piccie of themselves on their

mobiles, while only eight have been munched by

Noahs. Selfie-related deaths include falling off

cliffs, being trampled by bulls, being zapped by

overhead railway lines, accidentally shooting while

posing with a gun and, best of all, two geniuses in

Russia who took one of themselves posing with a

hand grenade - with the pin out. Clearly, selfie-

takers are an evolutionary DEAD-END.

SELFIE INFLICTED

“Do you want
E10 with

that?”

14 WWW.PICTUREMAG.COM



REVVEDON
CAFFEINE!
THIS is just the thing to get your motor

running first thing in the morning - the

world's coolest coffee maker.

Based on the design of a vintage FI

motor, the Espresso Veloce comes in eight,

10 or 1 2-cylinder models and uses those

little capsule doohickeys to make your

go-juice. You can even super-charge

your java with its special booze dispensing

system that infuses your cuppa with

the hard liquor of your choice. Talk

about high octane! It comes from Italy,

where they know a bit about fast cars,

strong coffee and brandy for breakfast, and

all it will set you back is about AU$1 1 ,000,

give or take a peso.

DICK owners, cross your legs now. A woman
who burnt her boyfriend's cock with a hair

straightener has received a suspended jail

sentence on an Adelaide court. Bronwyn
Parker, 22, pleaded guilty to "recklessly

causing serious harm" after giving the bloke

third degree burns to his schlong. The court

heard she was punishing HIM for being

unfaithful, and he had agreed to punishment.

She clamped his old fella between the two

arms of the hair-torturing device, leaving it

"swollen, blistering and pus-sy, and black in

colour". The court heard it may take two

years for the innocent penis to fully recover.

A SPIDER DID THIS

A SEPPO mum jumped out of a moving

car, leaving her nine-year-old kid inside,

when a SPIDER jumped on her shoulder.

GUTLESS WONDER Angela Kipp, 35, was
backing out of her driveway in Syracuse,

Indiana, when the FRIENDLY ARACHNID
cosied up to her.

She bolted out the door, leaving her son

inside, and the car rolled down the street

and into a school bus. There were no kids

in the bus, luckily, but the Kipp kiddie

suffered minor head injuries. No word
on what happened to the spider. We do

hope it wasn't hurt.

YE OLD FUCK
WHAT is believed to be the earliest printed

use of the word "fuck" has been found

by a Pommy egghead. Paul Booth,

historian at Keele University in the UK,

found three examples dating from 1310

and 1311 of a man referred to in legal

documents Roger Fuckebythenavel.

Booth reckons it wasn't his real name,

but a nickname given 'cos he was such

a FUCKWIT he didn't know where to stick

his dick. Anyway, ol' Rog came up on some
serious charges and declared an outlaw,

meaning he could be killed on sight.

THE PICTURE 15



The big spouty champion was

probably just showing off for^

whale-watching boat fromwhrth

these HIGHLY
AMUSING photos

were taken. -
.

“Allot a sudden, this massiv ,

whale does a full 180-degree

breach and lands stomach first

either right on top of, or rig

next to, two kayakers, said

Sack of Sanctuary

ID you ever p^y

bombs in the pool?

Y’know, that thing

when some fat kid

M0 who can t swim very

veil is in the pool, and everyone

rhucks big bombies next to

'em until they get all teary and

nearly drown? th .t

Well, don't ever play THAI

with a humpback whale, costh

MASSIVE CUNTS will always w

and possibly hurt you terribly.

This couple was
kayaking

:i„,m.mriin the ocean of

captain

Cruises.

Brushing

LAUGHTER. Mike raced over to

see if the kayakers were 0 ,

which they were. "It was the

most extraordinary thing to

happen to me,” said Tom. one of

the LUCKY FUCKERS.

whale

HERE, FISHY
FISHY...

“You should

have said

‘no’. Idiot.”
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'Hand-set with a Genuine Topaz and Garnet

with Your Names

Hand-crafted in Solid Sterling Silver

Celebrate Finding True Love

Celebrate finding true love with your soul mate whenever

you wear our new jewellery creation— the “Two Hearts

Become Soul Mates” Topaz & Garnet Personalised

Ring. Hand-crafted in solid sterling silver with accents

of 1 8-carat gold plating, this custom design crisscrosses

to form the symbol of a kiss. Set in the centre is a

genuine heart-shaped white topaz and a genuine heart-

shaped garnet to reflect the bond of love. Engraved on

the inside of the band are the words Soul Mates. As a

final touch, your names are engraved on either side of

the gemstones... FREE .

Personalise it with your names

engraved together forever...FREE!

A Remarkable Value...

Availablefor a Limited Time
Complete with a custom presentation case and

Certificate of Authenticity, this exclusive ring is a

superb value at $179.95, payable infive easy instalments

of $35.99 plus $19.99 postage and handling. To reserve

yours, backed by our 120-day guarantee, you need send

no money now; just return the coupon or go online today

at www.bradford.com.au/love

Findyour perfect ring size

Place one of your own rings on the chart and match a circle with the inside of your

ring (a simple band works best for accurate measuring). A half size is indicated when
your ring falls between two of the circles. Write your size in the coupon (below).

rrtves in a custom
presentation case

along with a
Certificate of
Authenticity

For quickest delivery, order online:

www.Draarora.com
V, Quoting promotion code: 81297

INTEREST-FREE INSTALMENTS

THE
BRADFORD
EXCHANGE
Please Respond by

5th November, 2015

YES! Please reserve for me

the “Two Hearts Become
Soul Mates” Personalised

Ring with engraved names as

indicated below, as described in

this advertisement. I understand

I need pay nothing now. I have

indicated my size below.

Please allow up to 15 business days

for delivery. All sales subject to

product availability and reservation

acceptance. Our privacy policy is

available at wmhradf.o.r.dx.oiii.au

Credit criteria may apply. From time to

time, we may allow carefully screened

companies to contact you. If you

would prefer not to receive such offers,

please tick this box. Q

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

Surname:

First Name:

Address:

Postcode:

Phone: (optional)

Email: (optional)

Please be sure to indicate TWO names
Maximum of 10 characters per name.

Name #1

Name #2

uc
r

Please select zl your preferred reservation option:

1.U MAIL no stamp required, to:

The Bradford Exchange, Reply Paid 86369

Parramatta NSW 2124

or 3

or
©2015 The Bradford Exchange Ltd. A.B.N. 13 003 159 617 01 -14789-001

P

2. J PHONE: Toll-Free 1300 725 103
8am-5pm E.S.T Mon - Fri

3. J online at www.bradford.com.au/love ^
quoting promotion code: 81 297
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WAS the BREAST of times,

readers, when the 2015 Best

Breasts in the West competition

was held at that scintillating

pagoda of pupitude, Perth’s

renowned Voodoo Lounge.

Natural or bolt-on, all were welcome

at this Olympics of tit-dom.

First, there was the amateur section,

full of nervous first-timers in flimsy

T-shirts to which the Boob Handlers

applied water to discern NIPPLEAGE.

The winner of the category of Amateur

Real was Amanda, and the Amateur Fake

champion was Sarah. Congrats to both.

Then it was the turn of the professionals,

and FINGS got rather SCIENTIFIC as the

Breast Inspectors laid on the micrometer

to measure nip diameter and the Bounce-

O-Meter to determine RECOIL.

Accuracy, angle and NIPPLEATION were

all SCRUPULOUSLY determined under

the supervision of our very own Trinity,

who was flown in specially for the contest.

She held her own admirably, although

every bloke there would have been happy

to do it for her.

Ultimately, Indica Trixx was the winner

of the Professional Real section, while

Nina Grey was the Professional Fake

winner. Bless ’em all!

THE PICTURE 19
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THAT WAS
AVERY

SATISFACTORY
ORGASM
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omp and everybody wins

URNING is an ancient

game in which the

competitors strive to

be as ugly as possible.

Naturally, it was

invented in Pomgolia,

where it’s still very

popular to this day.

In fact, they proudly proclaim

the annual competition held in

the English town of Egremont,

Cumbria, as the WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS of the port.

Some competitors train all

year to get their mugs
looking SHITHOUSE enough

to stand a chance in the

comp; to others, it comes

ALL TOO NATURALLY.

There are rules - each

contestant must stick their

scone through a horse collar

when it comes time for their

TURNtoGURN; no make-up or

ADDED DEVICES are allowed.

False teeth are OK, but only if

your REAL ONES have already

dropped out, which gives native

Pomgolians a major head-start.

And it's considered cheating

to KICK YOUSELF IN THE NUTS
prior to competing.

This year there was a major

upset when Gordon Blackloack

beat out 16-time winner Tommy
Mattinson for the title.

Maybe Tommy’s getting more

handsome with age. There goes

his career, then. HActune
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Amelia Danger
1sarse

is BIG in porn

A big,
beautiful a ^wo elements

enquiring min
g Danger
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that bavesee^ king girl m the

then
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porn biz
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Famous chicks and the

One’s of Iranian descent, born in

England, who ended up in porn.

The other one is of Lebanese

heritage, born in Columbia, who
ended up in music. So obviously

they’re not twin sisters, but you’d

think they were, eh. Right down to

the matching skunk stripe hair.
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sir fuck-flick doubles

BRITTANY O’CONNEI
BYRON

You may remember Kari as

that brainy chick on TV’s

Mythbusters. And you

definitely wouldn’t have

forgotten Brittany’s starring

roles in 1996’s Cornhole

Kittens
„
or2009’s Lesbian £

Confessions 3. Two ranga

peas from the same pod
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CLARE BANES
Award-winning actress Clare has

never - as far as we are aware -

been thoroughly boinked by five

huge porno cocks at once. Porn

star Aurora has never appeared

with Leonardo di Caprio in a

Shakespeare remake. But they do

look a lot alike.

Naughty

America,

Getty

Images
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SOFIA VERGARA
Now here’s a co-inky-dink - as well

as looking so alike we got a head-

ache trying to figure out which was
which, Modern Family’s Sofia

Vergara and Esperanza Gomez,

star of around 30 hot porn titles,

are both from Columbia. Just

V
/

thought we’d point that out.
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GHIOE SEVIGNY
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Chloe Sevigney’s career veered

close to porn when she gave her

co-star Vincent Gallo a real blowie
\

N

V h
V

4
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in the movie The Brown Bunny.

Of course, Trina Michael’s been

sucking cock pretty much through

her whole career. Anyway, it’s nice

to know they have something in

common other than their looks.
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Spunky Sadie West began as a gym coach for pre-

schoolers and ended up taking hard cocks every

WHICHAWAY. Emma Stone, on the other hand,

made her debut in the film Superbad. She was,

by FRUITY coincidence, born the VERY same
year as Sadie, 1988.
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Which one’s which, you’re

probably asking yourselves. We
can hardly tell, but we have it on

reliable authority that porn star

Lavish is the one with the flower

tatt just above her smoo. So if you

do run into Rihanna, ask herto

show you her smoo just to prove

she’s ain’t Lavish.
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If you see someone that looks

a HELLUVA LOT like Taylor Swift

munching pussy in movies called,

say, Girls Banging Girls or Her

First Lesbian Massage, it

PROBABLY won’t be her. It’ll be

her so-close-it's-scary look-alike,

porn star Jana Jordan.
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It'd be a toss-up as to which of

these two rangas have seen the

most bizarre, full-on sex action in

their working lives - Sophie, who
plays Sansa Stark in Game Of

Thrones, or Violet, who has

starrred in such memorable porn

classics as Lit’ Gaping Lesbians 3

and Anal Freaks 2.



A
ustralia is well endowed

with crap tourist attractions

like the Big Potato, which looks

like a GIANT GROGAN, and a big

model of Uluru, which is actually

a lot fucking smaller than the real thing.

A quick look at these pics, and Tourism

Australia will be on the blower asking

where the bloody hell they can sign

24-year-old Belgian backpacker, Barbara,

who has draped her SMOO over a bunch of

otherwise pretty lame landmarks up in

North Queensland.

“I found it exciting and naughty to pose

at the tourist sites,” reckons Barb, whose

PANTS-FREE antics will no doubt see her

join the huge list of well-known Belgians,

such as... urn, we’ll get back to you on that.

How didyou plan yourattack?

“We always had to wait until the tourist

turned around or left. If only they knew the

real reason of our visit.”

Whatsites have youSTRIPPED OFFat?
“The Airlie Beach road sign, the Big

Mango in Bowen and on the highway to

Townsville. And a lookout at Inkerman,

a bridge over the Burdekin River, the

Frosty Mango and some train tracks at

Cardwell. Then at an art gallery in Cairns,

the Cairns Terminal and Black Mountain

going towards Cooktown.”

Whew

.

“Then all around Cooktown.”

The Chamber ofCommerce will be

thrilledL Aside from posing nude, did

you get to BUMP UGLIES outside?

“Not this time. But I have had sex in

public before. Once 1 did it on a public bus.

Me and my boyfriend were on the way back

to his place after a party, but couldn’t wait.

We sat in the back of the bus and I was
wearing a short dress, as it was summer.

There were a lot of drunk people on the

bus so no-one was really paying attention

to us.”

Have you NUDED UParound Belgium ? ,

“No, I like it because it is secretive and I

no-one in Belgium knows. I can be super
j

naughty in Australia. It is all part of my I

super Australian adventure.” 'i

Keep it up, Barbs

.

Acfcuie

It was InHi

easy to sell

the bridge!
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CAN I USE THE
TRACTOR YET?

inner coun
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good all the whoop

international

EING world-beating

motocross riders,

Spaniards Adam

Raga and Alfredo

Gomez lead lives

amour, excitement

podium chicks

d with champagne.

eep down inside, what

h always really

was to get behind the

; of some big, yellow

loving
equipment:

and

SOME DIRT AROUND.

their
commitment to

ocross circuit, not to

i

those champagne-

spunks, has meant

UNTIL NOW, their

\A/pre UNREALISED.
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IMPIN’ AMT EASY
WHEN I came back from a work trip and

found out my girl friend had acquired a

live-in gimp. And she wasn’t rooting the

gimp either, he just got off on being her

slave. I got sick ofhow weird my life was

getting, so I moved out, leaving her and

the gimp together. But in the weeks before

I moved out, me and the gimp became real

good mates. She’s now made him give her

all of his life savings and I feel really bad

for the bloke. But he’s such a pussy that I

don’t think he’ll lsave or ask for his money
back. How can I make him see that she’s

taking advantage of him?

TRINITYSAYS: No fucking way! Ulti-

mate gimping, your wife is elbow deep
in this shit. I'd sit her down and tell

her what she's doing is wrong. But at

the end of the day, mate, he might be

a submissive amd he knows, or should

know, the limits, and is responsible for

any situation he gets himself into.

SECRET SNIP
MY MISSUS wants to have five kids.

We’ve already had two and to be honest,

I wish I hadn’t. Now we have no spare

time and we’re struggling to pay for

these two. I’m thinking of having

a footy “accident” where I go and get

a vasectomy without her knowing. I’ll

tell my wife I got kicked in the crack-

ers playing footy to explain the bruis-

ing and stitches. What she doesn’t

know won’t hurt her, right?

TRINITYSAYS: Dude, honesty

is always the best policy! Ifshe
doesn't understand then she's

being selfish. It's not like you've

given her no children. The man
has a choice too. Do what you
want, mate. If you're strug-

gling with two, then definitely

no more is the answer.

HAIRY PRE-DICK-
AMENT
HAVING hair on my balls

I get, but having hair

going halfway up my
cock seems a bit off.

It’s nowhere near

as thick as the hair

on the balls, but is

this normal? All

the blokes in porno

s
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have no fucken pube hair at all.

TRINITYSAYS: That's because they

remove that shit! Use hair removal
cream rather than shave though

because shaving can become spikey

;

thicker and not as pleasurable for the

woman. It is relatively normal, but to

a lesser extent. Ifyou're not happy, get

rid of it!

HAIRY QUESTION
MY WORKMATES and I were just

wondering if you’d be going blonde again

anytime soon? Our fave pic ofyou is all

fucked up with what we believe to be

grease! Don’t worry, we didn’t get any in

your hair, we know that pisses you off.

MICK, CAIRNS, OLD

Trinity says: Ha! Mick, I'm contemplat-

ing it. Thinking ofgoing back to short

too. Short, blonde and sassy. Then
again, my red was also pretty killer,

so who knows. The only thing I don't

like in my hair is chewy- otherwise,

grease me up and throw me to the

lesbians!

Don't cum on anyone's face without getting permission beforehand...

Just because you saw it on the internet, doesn't mean you can do it too.

SCRATCH THAT
I’VE started dating this girl who scratches

my back while we have sex. At first it was

kind of sexy, but now it really fucken hurts.

Sometimes she’ll scratch me so hard that

I bleed. I told her to stop and she got super

grumpy and didn’t want to bang anymore.

Outside the bedroom, she’s heaps friendly

and we get on great. What should I do?

TIM, VIA EMAIL

Trinitysays: Stand your ground, mate,

ifyou don't like something - don't do

it. Or better yet, give her a taste of her
own medicine and see how much she

likes being scratched until she bleeds.

My bet is she won't enjoy it, and that'll

make her stop.

COOKING UP A STORM!
MY WIFE and I are a pretty kinky couple

and one of our fave things is to get naughty

in the kitchen. We started off smothering

each other in peanut butter and getting the

other person to lick it off. But we’ve since

started using things like carrots and cucum-

bers as sex toys. Trin, have you ever used

food items for pleasure? What would you

recommend? We’re very adventurous!

MATTY P., RICHMOND, VIC

Trinitysays: Love the creativeness

guys - keep it burning! But make
sure to wash all veggies

before insertion. I hear
being jerked off by

the smooshie
inside of

a mango skin is epic. Try that, and
then use the rest of the mango on

your lovely lady!

PUSSY PATROL
MY BOYFRIEND is a real nice guy, but

I think he’s a bit of a pussy. He’s always

apologising to people and getting pushed

around. We were at a restaurant the other

night and they served him the wrong

meal, but instead of handing it back, he

ate the whole thing just to be polite! Am
I allowed to tell him to man up?

NATASHA, MILDURA, VIC

Trinity says: Wow! Girl, I think you're

a bit of a rude bitch. If he wants to

eat the wrong food, let him. If he

wants to be courteous or polite,

let him. The main thing is when it

comes to crunch time for him to man
up, e.g. protecting you or himself

or standing up for something he

believes in, that's when it matters

and that's what "manning up'' is

really about!

MOUTHING OFF
I HAVE a problem that I’m hoping you

can help me with. I was rooting this bird

the other night when she starts talking

dirty, not like being sexy, but saying

things like “You fat shit!” and “Fuck me
harder, ugly man!”. Maybe I’m being

precious, but it really upset me. Is this just

normal dirty talk that I don’t know about?

SAD SAM, VIA EMAIL

Trinity says: Hmm, it's definitely not

the usual. Calling someone fat and
ugly is, aside from extreme fetishes,

not sexy pillow talk or standard

bedroom kink. Just ask her to say
something different, and that you
don't like it. But ifyou don't speak up -

that's the main problem.

THE RIACK LIST
DEAR Trinity, me and the lads were wonder-

ing what you reckon about blokes who keep

a list of all the chicks they’ve rooted. We
think it’s pretty normal, but one of the boys’

missus says we’re all fucked in the head.

Who’s right - us or her?

GAZ AND THE BOYS, VIA EMAIL

Trinity says: I keep a list; well I did

up until a couple ofyears ago.

I think it's great to remember all the

lucky ladies you've encountered. Who
the fuck is your mate's missus tojudge

what's normal or fucked up? When
you're old and can't get any, you can

look back and think of all the beautiful

ladies you once had - well that's why
I keep my list!

TRINITY WANTS TO HEAR FROM YOU!
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HIS bloke had had an absolute GUTFUL
of his local Greek joint and decided

he wanted to go out and find himself

some quality Mediterranean tucker.

He hadn’t gone far though when he

slipped and, to put it bluntly, fucked himself up.

The poor bugger fell directly onto a steel rod,

which ended up skewering him straight through

the testes. The rod didn’t pop out ’til it RIPPED

through the top of his shoulder, turning him into

a HUMAN SHISH-KEBAB.

His buddies at the Singaporean construction

site must’ve licked their lips and thought

‘YOU BLOODY BEAUTY’ before sending off

the apprentice to grab some garlic tzatziki,

a coupla tomatoes and a bottle of Ouzo.

Luckily for our skewered friend, the

workplace health and safety folk turned up just

in time and whisked him off to hospital. Where,

after taking a quick snap on their camera phone,

they put their heads together and tried to work

out what the fuck they’re gunna do.

We reckon just pop a bit of eggplant and

a few pieces of feta cheese on either end and

he’ll be right as rain. Well, maybe not, but he’ll

have that Greek meal he wanted.

GET UP, YA SOOK! BRcfeilB

Wnu; iron

WHERE:
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Naughty

America,

Thinkstock

frorn
Kermis,

Send your words, pics -

WHATEVER - to Mungo at Readers’

World c/oTHE PICTURE, GPO Box 5201,

Sydney, NSW 2001, or email the big fella

at mungo@bauer-media.com.au

That's right, I'm tweeting me heart out

for the people. None of that what l-had-

for-brekky or l-just-done a-big-poo

stuff, just my usual classy shit. It's at:

https://twitter.com/ThePictureMungo

BtN WoTcHIN<iS

DAEWTHAT.

ONE NIGHT

A FEW
WEEKS
back

7W£Y M4P

THREE
FICHTS /A/

WE NIGHT,
im All

PIFFERENT
PARTS OF

Town! flic S7tVE AMP W£0 HAVE NO IDEA WE
PURPOSELY KEEP THEM APART. HOPEFULLY
NEITHER OF THEM READ THIS JH PtCTURE.

AWYWAY, AFTER THAT NICHT I NOW SEND
A MESSACE 70 B/C STEVE’S MATES TO
LET 'EM KNOW WHAT PUB WE'RE AT SO WE
CAN All. PRJnK In PEACE //

ASNACKATSMOKO
FISH and chips and free pot equals munchies,

and possibly the sale ofmore fish and chips.

Ain’t the capitalist system wonderful?

LEN, BOOVAL, Q.LD

MUNGOSA YS: It does occur tome that

down there in Yicco, theydo call a small

glass ofbeera pot. Thatsaid, I can be as

much a starry-eyeddreameras the next

bloke, so ifyou want to believe it's free

smoke with lunch, I'll go along with that.

Amazinglylowprice, too. Although it's

probablyshark. And frozen packet chips.

And low-grade bush weed. Still, timesare

tough, so bargains are always welcome.

Capitalism rocks!

NOW, BEND OVER
REYOUR Mungo Wants To Know in #1 3 86,

I reckon being a customs officer would be pretty

homyjob for a woman, especially a lezzo.

Imagine being able to go through women’s

suitcases and handling all their bras, panties and

whatever else one might find in a lady’s suitcase?

Dildos? Fruit-flavoured lube? The list is endless.

WHENEVER

EACHOTHER
THEY HAVE

A FIGHT•

they
FOCKEN
HATE EACM-
OTHER

More than
any

GAZZA, KINCUMBER, NSW
MUNGOSAYS: You've obviouslyputa lot of

thought in to this, although / can'tsayI've

everseen a sexycustoms inspector. Mostly,

theyjust look tiredandpissed off. If/ever

have the bodycavityinspection, I'dprefer it

were done bya Kate Upton look-alike than

some sour-faced oldbag with big knuckles.

'm \ HAVE A MATE

y CALLED NED WHO
r HATES THIS BLOKE IN

TOWN CALLED BIG
X STEVE...

j

\ « \W y A, ]

SPREAD
EM!
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I”VE been watching movies of all hippie

music festivals like Woodstock and that,

where these hippies chicks are bopping

around in the nude with their big bushy

moots, and I was thinking it would be beaut

ifTHE PICTURE did a retrospective of

bushy-mooted hippie chicks. The only flesh

you see at music festivals these days, apart

from the gym-junky blokes flashing their

abs, is the occasional tit flash, not full-on

nude-o-rama like it was back in the day.

Maybe THE PICTURE could kick-start

a new/old trend.

R.W., DUNSBOROUGH, WA
MUNGOSA YS: Back in the day, the hippie

chicks didn'tgive a fuck, theyjustnuded

up andboogied on. The bushes were

beaut, although the hairyarmpits were

a bit off-putting. Oh well. Take the rough

with the smooth, Isay. So yeah, it'dbe

great ifthatsorta thing came back. Imight

even drop the trackiesandrock out with

me cockout if it did, so be warned.

DIRTY BOOKS
G’DAY Mungo, re your question in Readers

World #13 86, in my humble opinion, the

homiest profession for a sheila is a librarian.

Especially one called Pmdence, in a tight skirt,

with pert titties, hair up high with a couple of

stray tendrils hanging down and glasses on, with

her beautiful eyes just looking over the top of

them. Do me a favour and arrange the shoot.

And mate, and ifyou need an artistic assistant or

nipple fluffer during the shoot, I’m available!

WE IOVI LUCIE

CUTE little munchkin and PICTURE model

Lucie Bee has become the spokesperson for

sexual stuff in the media, and I like what she

said about the wankers who campaigned to get

ZOO closed down, and who are now probably

on THE PICTURE’S case. I know she’s been in

the mag a few times, so what do you reckon,

Mungo? Maybe we could see some more

ofher?

M.K., GLADESVILLE, NSW
MUNGOSA YS: The great thing about Lucie is

thatshe won 'tshut up aboutstuffonceshe 's

gota bee in herbonnet, which isprobably

whyshe chose thatname. She oughta be

a senatororsomething. Keep at 'em, Luce!

STEVE, NO ADDRESS GIVEN

MUNGOSA YS: Funny, everyone's always

available for those sort ofjobs. But I'm with

you on the quiet, nerdish, sex-pot type who
hands out the books. Funnyhowyou never
see them from the waist down, but. They

couldbe sitting behind thathigh desk with

nothing on buta G-stringsqueezed up their

crack. At least, that's what I used to think

when I went to the library. It'sbeen a while.

Theyprobablydon't even have librarians

anymore, let alone hornyones in G-strings.

Sad, really. 1

mlJNtjU
WANTS TO KNOW...

4
I X

I m

Readers, I want your photos of

the following - stuffmade from

beer cans/bottles, people reading

THEPICTURE in exotic locations

;

and ifyou girls wanna flash your

tits, I'd like that too, As always,

$100 for everypic I use.

y
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APRIEST, a doctor, and an engineer are playing

a round ofgolf, but they are stuck behind an

incredibly slow foursome. They keep waiting

and finally the groundskeeper drives by, and they

ask him what’s going on with the group ahead.

He explains that the group ahead is made up

offour firefighters that, when putting out a fire in

the clubhouse a few months earlier, had been

blinded by an explosion, and to repay them they

are allowed to golfwhenever they want.

After hearing the sad news about the four

firefighters, the priest immediately says, “I will

certainly pray that these brave men may regain

their sight.”

The doctor replies, “I will talk with my
colleagues regarding new research developments

for injuries just like this.”

The engineer asks, “Why don’t theyjust play

at night?”

S.H., ZEPHYR PT, TAS

OUR poor mate Dave accidentally drowned.

So at the funeral we got him a wreath in

the shape of a lifebelt. It's what he would

have wanted.

B.T., TORONTO, NSW

AMORMON was seated next to an Irishman on

a flight from London. After the plane was

airborne, drink orders were taken. The Irishman

asked for a whiskey, which was promptly brought

and placed before him. The flight attendant then

asked the Mormon ifhe would like a drink. He
replied in disgust, “I’d rather be savagely raped

by a dozen whores than let liquor touch my lips.”

The Irishman then handed his drink back to the

attendant and said, “Me, too. I didn’t know we
had a choice.”

S.M., COOKTOWN, OLD

A BLONDE walks into a pharmacy

and asks the assistant for some anal

deodorant.

The pharmacist, a little bemused,

explains to the woman they don't sell

anal deodorant, and never have.

Unfazed, the blonde assures the

pharmacist that she has been buying

the stuff from this store on a regular

basis and would like some more.

“I'm sorry", says the pharmacist,

“We don't have any!"

“But I always buy it here," says

the blonde.

She finds the container and hands

it to the pharmacist who looks at it

and says to her, “This is just a normal

stick of underarm deodorant."

Annoyed, the blonde snatches the

container back and reads out aloud

from the container “To apply, push

up bottom."

T.P., ANNERLEIGH, OLD

looked closer. “What the hell is that?" she

asked.

“Babe, it's aspirin. You can take it orally

or it might work better as a suppository."

W.E., DARWIN, NT

Q.WHATSTHE DIFFERENCE
BETWEENASINKANDATOILET?
A. THE TITANIC DIDNT TOILET.

N.E., DODGES FERRY, TAS

AN OLD lady shot her husband in the foot for

stepping on the floor right after she mopped.

A police officer reached the scene, and duly

radioed into the station, while an ambulance

arrived to treat the injured old bloke. “Has the

women been arrested?” they asked.

“Fuck, no,” replied the copper. “That floor

is still wet.”

M.Q.., PORT FAIRY, VIC

Q. DIDYOU HEARABORTTHE
FAMILY OF RACIST CHICKEN
DETECTIVES?

A. THEY’RE CALLED THE CLUE

CLUCKS CLAN.
T.R., VIA EMAIL

A FEMALE nudist called a taxi. The

cab pulls up outside her house, and

the driver scans her from head to

toe, with big bold eyes.

At this, the nudist erupts: “Haven't

you seen a naked girl before?"

“It's not about that. I'm just wondering

where you actually keep the money you'll

be paying me with."

Q.WHAT DOESTHE AFTER HOURS
SIGN OUTSIDEA BROTHELSAY?
A. BEAT IT.WERE CLOSED.
J.C., WINDLEY, SA

MY WIFE routinely turns down my sexual

advances because she has headaches.

Feeling particularly horny last night,

I prepared for that scenario. As she

joined me in bed I asked her if she would

like to make love. She declined with her

usual headache.

I carefully pulled back the bed-sheet,

exposing my erection, which was dusted in

a white powder. Somewhat intrigued, she

T.Y., VIA EMAIL

Q.WHYCANTYOU RUN
THROUGHACAMPING
GROUND?
A.YOU CAN ONLY RAN’ BECAUSE

ITS PAST TENTS.
ANDY, VIA EMAIL

r I
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Got a grouse joke? Post it or email it to

Picturejokesfdbauer-media.com.au

and we'll send you $20 if we publish

your jape. PLUS Joke of the Week
getsa YOOJ$1QO!

CHECK US OUT@
f picturemagazine

ThePictureMungo

www.picturemag.com

rms PHI]FISSSI[]MAI
CLASSIC ONE-LINERS OF HISTORY

Steven Wright: “I think it's wrong that only

one company makes the game Monopoly."

DEMETRI MARTIN

DAYAND SAID... COME ON OVER,

THERE’S NORODY HOME’ I WENT
OVER. NORODYWAS

“THEWORST TIME

TO HAVE A HEART
ATTACK IS

DORINGAGAME
OF CHARADES

PP

44

Zach Galifianakis:

I do have a lot of

growing up to do.

I realised that the other

day in my fort."

RODNEY DANGERFIELD: “A

GIRL PHONED ME THE OTHER

i<

Jay Leno:

“Remember the

good old days when
the only bomb you

had to worry about

on a plane was
the Rob Schneider

movie?"

LODWIG VAN
DEETHOVEN: I LIKE

YOOR OPERA. I THINK I

WILL SET IT TO MUSIC
PP

rHE JUKI
THIS WEEK: INSULTS

UN YOU

I’D LIKE TO SEE THINGS FROM
YOOR POINT OF VIEW DOT I

CANT SEEM TO GET MY HEAD
THAT FAR OP MY ARSE.

The difference between you and a walrus is

that one of you has a moustache and stinks

of fish. The other is a walrus.

I heard your parents took you to a

dog show and you won.

I LOVE WHAT
YOU’VE DONE
WITH YOUR
HAIR. HOW DID

YOU GET IT TO
COME OUT OF

ONE NOSTRIL
LIKE THATP

You're so old, the candles on

your birthday cake raised the earth's

temperature by three degrees.

WERE YOU DORN ON A ROADP
COS THATS WHERE MOST

ACCIDENTS HAPPEN

You're the load your

mum should've

swallowed.

I’D CALL YOU
A CUNT, DOT
YOU LACK THE
WARMTH AND

DEPTH.

SOME DRINK FROM THE
FOUNTAIN OF KNOWLEDGE, YOU
JUST GARGLED.

Save your breath, you'll need it to blow

up your girlfriend later.

IF YOU WEREANY LESS

INTELLIGENT, I’D HAVE TO
WATER YOU TWICE A WEEK.
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No internet filters

here, people. Just

the stuff that fits!

www.picturemag.com

3i NATURE GOES BERSERK

1 ARMY MANOUEVRES

The backward-leap-out-of-ya-pants is a toughie We could’ve told em - bears don’t like to be photographed while they’re having a shit

3 TWO ALL-BEEF PATTIES

We love what they’re serving in fast food joints these days

SEND US YOUR JPEGS! Seen something HIGH-LARIOUS on the world wide web lately? Tag it INTERNUTTERS, forward

it to picture@bauer-media.com.au, and if we piss ourselves laughing we just might run it in the magazine. Get on it!
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up for lost time.

“I’ve been
having

more sex since our last

chat," admits the i

oid . “i was m a bad

relationship,
but that

all changed
now.
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“Yep, my confidence has
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beautiful body.
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out on the town and got

chatting and reminiscing

and, yeah, things went

from there."

Where? Where did they

get to?

“Back to her place.

y/e were just going to^

kick-on with a few

others, but they all tell

asleep and we ended up

making out for a while

then going to her

bedroom where she

went d-'wn on me.

“She definitely

knew where to lick, but

ldunno,l think 1
prefer

the unpredictability of

a guy."
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SURELYWITH HERWORLD-

BEATING SPUNKINESS, LUCY

COULD HAVE A CRACKAT BEING
IN THE MOVIES.

Certainly she could. Other locals

such as Jackie Chan, John Woo
and Chow Yun-Fat have all done

very well in the motion picture

business, but she is determined

to get her MBA and conquer the

world via a desk at a merchant

banking company.

SO THIS MAY BE THE ONLY TIME
WE EVER GET TOSEE HER NUDE?
Could be. All the more reason to

loosen up the arm and make the

most of her while you can.

WOULD LUCY BE OFFENDED IF

WE. . .YKNOW. . . OVER HER

PICTURES?

Nah. In fact she’d be DEEPLY
FUCKEN offended if you didn't.

So get stuck in. IRcture
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magshop.com.au/the-picture

or cal 136U6
(quote Ml 501 PIC)

magshop.com.au/people-magazine

or cat 136 116
(quote Ml 501 PEO)

Short terms: Offer valid for Australian residents only. Offer valid between the 09/02/2015 and 31/12/2015. Please allow two to three weeks for delivery of your first issue

For full terms and conditions see https://www.magshop.com.au/the-picture and https://www.magshop.com.au/people-magazine.
For Bauer Media’s privacy notice, please visit http://www.bauer-media.com.au/privacy/. The Promoter is Bauer Media Pty Ltd (ABN 18 053 273 546).
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S FAR as we're concerned,

every girl in this magazine

is a champion, but only

ONE of them recently won
B) \ \

a big wet t-shirt comp held

in a Queensland pub.

“It was fun," laughed the 20-year-

old stunna from Newcastle. “I'm a

tomboy and have no problem doing

cool stuff like that. I also ride

motorbikes

and drink the GET ON THE
odd beer.” Cl ID’U’CIIM

ftv., f Jr

DK



You might be the perfect

I try my best. I’m excited

about being nude in this mag.”

So are we! Are you SINGLE by
any chance ?

“I am and very happily single.

I'm enjoying trying new things

and expanding my horizons

sexually.”

What's something new you've

tried?

This might sound a little

strange, but I’ve been really

into having sex in water - the

bath, shower, pool, spa etc. It

adds a whole other element.

I love doing it doggy-style in the

shower with hot water pouring

onto my back - a bit of pleasure

and pain!”

o you have a BANG-BUDDY?
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The strangest place youWe given

a bloke a MOUTH CUDDLE is...

“While he was driving. It was
harder than I thought, and

I was scared he was going

to crash."

How would you rate your

oral skills?

I’d say I’m an eight out of ten

- I’ve got good commitment and

stamina, but I just can’t master
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ACROSS
1. How’s this for A CLUE?

A JET of love juice will now

shoot from mythrobbing

truncheon! (9).

6. His dick was at its droopiest

because OF TIPPLES he d

had throughout the day (9).

10. The Big Australian - known

By His Prick! (1,1,1).

11. What a tasty Turkish dancer

shakes when she performs

(5).

12. Fart through your lips (5).

13. He must first stuff her chair

before he stuffs her till his

POLE HURTS (9).

YOU A
RASCIST,
SUCKER?

15 & 25 ac. What every golfer

dreams of while poking the

captain’s wife (4,2,3).

16. Fondles her puppies, then,

in one STEP, strokes her

pussy (4).

18. Type of hat, perhaps, worn

by cricketers like Mitch

Johnson or Shane Warne (6).

20. Prison officers or what a

carpenter does with his

tool (6).

21. They can stick out of the end

of your bed (4).

23. On Bill’s side of politics

they’re All Lecherous

Perverts! (1,1,1).

24. What a bloke might do to his

meat when there’s no fanny

handy (4).

See 15 across.

Head the car into the

TREES,” she mumbles from

inside his trousers! (5).

27. IT'S BARB and her partner

who bang like bunnies (7).

29. Forward progress with her

gums round your plums (7).

32. Crocodile tears down the

rubberdy-dub (5).

34. The number of women I’ve

had success with on the

NET (3).

25

26
44

39

41

44.

Her resistance was NIL, SO
I thrust deep between her

thighs (5).

Little GEMS ON the edge of

the garden pond with their

rods out (6).

Short bloke who fires off

arrows everywhere (5).

She felt horny after a

tumbler of Scotch

'AN DRY (5).

He could float like a

butterfly and sting like a

bee! (3).

46. Lowlife who makes

money out of a string of

streetwalkers (5).

48. It PAYS to neuter her pussy

(4).

49. Space between her legs -

you could drive a Mack truck

through it! (3).

51 & 15 dn. The Seppo legend

who gave us bunny-girls and

a mag for men (4,6).

55. She’s short of breath when

she pulls on her tight pair of

daks (5).

56. Q. Do you talk to your wife

after sex?

A. Depends if there’s a ...

handy! (5).

57. The toilets were stolen

from the police station

- the ... have nothing to go

on! (4).

59. She’s a corker but she ear-

bashes her old man. That’s

the SNAG! (4).

61. If I took her cherry, I'D FEEL

bad in the morning (6).

62. Overseas, girls in A BAR DO
more than serve drinks (6).

63. Gnaw my 'nana or ... on my
sav! (4).

65. Put your hands together for

a dose (4).

67. With no KY jelly handy, she

had to RUB TALC IN her

smoo (9).

71. Pommie king who made

multiple marriage

popular (5).

72. She HOOTS with laughter

when I blow my load (5).

73 & 54 dn. He stands erect in

Westminster and goes off on

the hour (3,3).

74. When she wiggled her lovely

little butt, he asked ROSE TO

RIP off her frilly knickers (9).

75. She appeared in the tiniest

of bikinis and TIM'S SPIKE

nearly burst his bathers (9).

#
%% 4

•ft
t •

t • •

Australia's rudest
crossword!

A gj

WHEN YOU'VE FILLED IN THE CROSSWORD CORRECTLY,
THE SHADED SQUARES, READING TOP TO BOTTOM, LEFT
TO RIGHT, WILL REVEAL THE OWNER OF THE BREASTS.

DOWN
2. Pinky bits round her nipples.

I hear it’s your favourite

AREA, LEO! (7).

3. Not attractive. In fact

downright horrible (4).

4. A bus-ride on LSD (4).

5. No unmarried girl wants to

be left on it (5).

7. He shagged a VOLE but it

wasn’t the real thing (4).

8. Secretly look at a girl

undressing but KEEP
well-hidden! (4).

9. She could make her

EX ERECT, while taking a

crap (7).

13. What a contortionist does

after a hard day’s work (7).

14. The astronaut’s tockley glows

hot at the point when he slips

her another length (2-5).

15. See 51 across.

17. She STRAYS into the woods

with Bacchus to find these

horny demons (6).

After I pinched the boss’s

ARSE, I had no chance of

more money (5).

It’s a stimulant to some, fast

cars to others, but it kills

either way (5).

She’s small and appetizing,

but a lovely 'bit of tit’! (6).

They set out to procreate in

'ERBED (5).

Smack her bronzed

backside (3).

He had no woman, no mate

and NO ALE. What a bugger

of a night! (5).

I would rather not bonk at

19

20

22

24

28

30

31

33.

all than bonk with any BIT

AS AN afterthought (7).

CAN PAT have a quick kip?

He’s buggered! (6).

37. I AM DAM annoyed that

she threw me out of her

whorehouse (5).

38. During our TRIPS to the

coast, she would take her

gear off (5).

40. 1 would have bedded his wife

at our usual HAUNT, IF FLU

had not bedded me first (10).

42. He gave Linda Lovelace’s

TEETH A PROD with his

drilling weapon (4,6).

43. Fish and finger is the best

variety (3).

45. Unzipped Louie for a quick

spray (3).

46. He uses his needle and

pierces her golden doughnut

(6 ).

47. Holds her jug in one hand

and his tea in the other (4).

50. A celebration involving

plenty of drink. It’s hard to

pass up! (4,2)

52. Sexual desire that comes in

a surge (4).

53. Dance of dusky Hawaiian

maidens, when they HAUL a

poor tourist on stage (4).

54. See 73 across.

58. She purses her lips, and

charges a buck PERSUCK (7).

60. There wasn’t even a LONE
GAL left. Everyone had shot

through (3,4).

64. Sheep-shaggers from

across the Tasman (5).

66. You get your roots under

one (4).

68. Watch her unfasten her bra

straps. How could U NOD
off? (4).

69. He’s a RANK dobber, this

Noah’s Ark (4).

70. When the sadists and

masochists collect money,

do they have a ... round? (4).
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POSTCODE

Send the completed crossword to: CHEEKYCROSS No. 1389, THE PICTURE,
PO Box 430, Eastern Suburbs MC, NSW 2004 or you won't win anything.

Please see Privacy Notice on page 73. See page 73 for terms and conditions of entry.

Do not provide information about me to any organisation not associated with this

competition. Entries close October 1 9, 2015. Answers will appear in the October 26,

2015 issue and the winner’s name will be published in the December 14, 2015 issue.

Authorised under NSW Permit No. LTPM/1 4/01 361
;
ACT: TP1 4/04430.



PUZZLES
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LDENTI-TITS

CAN you match the face to rack?

fl

Hj

RUDOKU

[e"

K A 1 F

c A D F _k|

A F S "cl

1 E T K
K T D A s
[F T S C D
s E A C

Jj
Like “sudoku”, only ruder. Put the letters of the words “DICK

FEAST” into the blank spaces so that when you’ve finished,

each row, each column and each 3x3 block should have all the

letters needed to spell DICK FEAST. The words DICK FEAST

(in the correct order) will appear somewhere in the grid.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 72

TWO IN ONE
SOLVE the crossword puzzle, then double your fun as

the crossword turns into a FindAWord! All the words in

the crossword grid can be found in the FindAWord grid.

The letters left over from each puzzle make up the keywords

and the name of this week’s celebrity.

ACROSS 30.

1. Worn (tyre) 32.

5. Mutilate 34.

7. Widespread 35.

anger 36.

8. Trivia test 37.

10. Fingertip cover 38.

12. Body fluid lump

14. Floating filth

16. Weighty 1.

18. Rile 2.

19. Lower leg joint 3.

21 . Stockings fibre 4.

22. Cut by 50% 5.

24. Layabout 6.

26. Velocity

Inquisitive

Electric cord

Clothes presser

Tedious person

Vie

Relieve

Printed words

DOWN
Leave in will

Snoozy

Proclaim

Skirt top

Cafe list

Non-metric

distance unit

9. Laptop screen

symbol

1 1. Go wild: run ...

13. Bashfulness

15. Execution

pellet poison

17. Untrue

20. Soonest

23. Kitchen flooring

25. Board/counters

game
27. Small-sized

28. Tribal senior

29. Pop dance

31. Formerly

33. Unlawfully aid

o T F M U c S 1 H S H E H
N E L 1 M s Y A H T T V L
C X T S E 1 L R A E 1 1 1

E T P N 1 V A E P D F J A
T S Y C E c U M L Y A T N
A H G B O Q O E O D U E Y
S T M R E C R N T K E O L
P S Y B G Y N U S A S R O
E 1 Y M A A U B 1 T L N N
E R Z D R N E S A E A Z 1

D O o P T 1 K T W L F 1 L
1 N D B U D E L K O D u L
Y S O N O E E T E B A Q S
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TRIPLETS

Crosswords & Puzzles
- www.lovatts.com.au —

PYRAMID POWER
THE words from the crossword have been taken out and broken

down into groups of three letters. Place the triplets into the grid

with the help of the starter letters. The letters in the coloured

squares then form the keyword.

EACH of the colours in our

pyramid represents a letter

You can decipher the SIX

words reading across

from left to right with

the help of the given

letters. The orange

highlighted pyramids

form the keyword.

AGE CAL ESS LOA PEA
AGO CAP GHT NOR SHE
AIM COD IDE NTA TAI

ANT COO INC NTI THS
AYE DUO ISH NUN TUR
BLE END LLF OIL YOU
CAB ERR LLI OME

INSIDERS

EACH word you are looking for contains the word ICE. Fill in the

answers and use the letters in the coloured boxes to discover

SOLVE all of these puzzles, readers. The letters in the

coloured squares and the letters left over from the FindAWord

grid will give you the answer for the coupon. Place the words

in the boxes provided and send it in to win bulk dosh.

the keyword.

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

Send the completed crossword to TEASERS No. 1389, THE PICTURE,
PO Box 429, Eastern Suburbs MC, NSW 2004 or you won’t win anything.

1. Pleasant

2. Cops

3. Two times

4. Option 7. Splendid

5. Sales docket

6. Driver's permit

Please see Privacy Notice on page 73. See page 73 for terms and conditions of entry.

[ ] Do not provide information about to any organisation not associated with this

competition. Entries close October 19, 2015. Answers will appear in the October 26,

2015 issue and the winner’s name will be published in the December 14, 2015 issue.

Authorised under NSW Permit No. LTPM/1 4/01 356; ACT: TP1 4/04431.
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CHEEKYCROSS #1386

The t its belong to TARA

PYRAMID POWER
See, Soot, Octet, Secret,

Scooter, Roosters

KEYWORDS: SOCCER

INSIDERS
Courier, Gourmet, Source, Odour, Tourism,

Devour, Yours, Courtesy, Colour

KEYWORDS: RADCLIFFE

KEYWORDS SOLUTION: WHEN IT COMES TO SOCCER,
TIM CAHILL CAN'T PUTA FOOT WRONG

RUDOKU #1389

"e" K F S T 1 D C A
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C S 1 E A T K F D
K T E F D C 1 A S
F A K T 1 S C D E
S E T A C D F K 1
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IDENTI
TITS
A = 2

B = 1

C = 3

PRIZE TEAZERS U386

TWO-IN-ONE

KEYWORD: TIM
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KEYWORDS: CAHILL CAN’T PUTA
FOOT WRONG

TRIPLETS

KEYWORDS: WHEN

THE WINNER OFSPOTTHE DIFFERENCE
#1380 IS K.P., BROCKLEHURST, NSW
THE WINNER OF CHEEKYCROSS
#1 380 IS N.G.p MAREEBA

P
OLD

THE WINNER OF TEASERS
#1 380 IS G.S.

P
CAMP HILL, OLD



PRIVACY NOTICE

PRIVACY NOTICE This issue of THE PICTURE is published by Bauer

Media Pty Ltd (Bauer).

Bauer may use and disclose your information in accordance with our

Privacy Policy, including to provide you with your requested products

or services and to keep you informed of other Bauer publications,

products, services and events. Our Privacy Policy is located at www.
bauer-media.com.au/privacy/ It also sets out on how you can access

or correct your personal information and lodge a complaint. Bauer

may disclose your personal information offshore to its owners, joint

venture partners, service providers and agents located throughout

the world, including in New Zealand, USA, the Philippines and the

European Union.

In addition, this issue may contain Reader Offers, being offers,

competitions or surveys. Reader Offers may require you to provide

personal information to enter or to take part. Personal information

collected for Reader Offers may be disclosed by us to service

providers assisting Bauer in the conduct of the Reader Offer and to

other organisations providing special prizes or offers that are part of

the Reader Offer. An opt-out choice is provided with a Reader Offer.

Unless you exercise that opt-out choice, personal information

collected for Reader Offers may also be disclosed by us to other

organisations for use by them to inform you about other products,

services or events or to give to other organisations that may use this

information for this purpose.

If you require further information, please contact Bauer's Privacy

Officer either by email at privacyofficerldbauer-media.com.au or

mail at Privacy Officer Bauer Media Pty Ltd, 54 Park Street, Sydney

NSW 2000.

THE PICTURE TEASERS CONDITIONS OF ENTRY
1 . Information on how to enter and prizes form part of these

Conditions of Entry.

2. Entry is open to residents of Australia and New Zealand. Entrants

under 18 years must have prior parental or legal guardian consent

before entering. Employees of the Promoter and their immediate

families and agencies associated with this promotion are ineligible

to enter.

3. Promotion commences October 5, 201 5 and final entries close last

mail on October 19, 2015 ( "Promotional Period"). The winnerwill be

drawn at Bauer Media, 54 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000, on

October 26, 2015 at 1 1 ,00am (AEST). All times expressed in these

Terms and Conditions are in AEST or AEDST as applicable. The

winnerwill be in writing within two (2) business days of the draw and

his/her name will be published in THE PICTURE magazine on

December 14, 2015.

4. To Enter, Entrants must complete the four different sets of

puzzles indicated on the Teasers page correctly, and provide the

correct keywords to all puzzles by placing the keyword phrase in the

boxes provided and sending the completed coupon to TEASERS

#1389, THE PICTURE, PO Box 429, Eastern Suburbs MC, NSW 2004.

5. Multiple entries permitted subject to each entry must be posted in

a separate stamped envelope.

6. The judges' decision is final and no correspondence will be

entered into.

7. The first (1 ) valid and correct entry drawn from all valid entries

received will win $500 cash Prize will be awarded in the form of a

cheque made in favour of the winner. The prize is not transferable

or exchangeable. Prize does not include any ancillary costs

associated with redeeming this prize. These are the responsibility of

the winner.

8. In the event that for any reason whatsoever the Winner does not

take the prize at the time stipulated by the Promoter, then the prize

will be forfeited by the Winner and cash will not be awarded in lieu of

the prize.

9. In the event that a prize, or part of a prize, is unavailable, the

Promoter reserves the right to substitute the prize or part of the

prize in its discretion with an alternative prize or part of the prize to

the same and equal recommended retail value and/or specification

subject to any written directions from the various Lottery

Departments.

10. The promoter is neither responsible nor liable for any late lost or

misdirected mail (including but not limited to prizes).

1 1 . The Promoter is not responsible nor liable for any prize damaged

in transit in the delivery of their prize

12. Printing and other quality control errors will not invalidate an

otherwise valid prize claim. In the event of a query as to the validity of

an entry, the judges will determine whether or not the entry is to be

deemed valid, taking into consideration all mitigating circumstances

and knowledge available to them at the time of the judging. No

correspondence will be entered into.

13. In the event of unforeseen circumstances, war, terrorism, state

of emergency or disaster (including but not limited to natural

disasterlthe Promoter reserves the right to subject to reference to

all relevant state and territory rules and regulations, to cancel,

terminate, modify or suspend the promotion.

14. If a medical circumstance in someway restricts your ability to

enter the competition through the required mechanic, you are still

eligible to enter howeveryou must briefly state your circumstances

upon entry.

15. If your entry is selected as a winning entry, validation of your

circumstances/ the validity of your entry will be undertaken by the

Promoter. Method of validation (without limitation) will be

determined by the Promoter in its complete discretion. If the winning

entry is deemed to be a winner, the winnerwill be notified as per the

terms and conditions herein. In the event that the Promoter requests

the entrant to sign any legal documents relating to the verification of

their medical circumstance, the legal documents will take the form

determined by the Promoter. It is a condition of accepting the prize

the winner sign any such Legal documentation.

1 6. The Promoter may conduct such further draws at the same place

as the original draw and 1 ,00pm as are necessary on March 20, 2016

in order to distribute any prizes which remain unclaimed by that date

subject to reference to all relevant state and territory authorities.

The winnerwill be notified in writing within two days of the draw and

will be published in Picture magazine on May 2, 201 6.

17. Nothing in these Terms and Conditions limits, excludes or

modifies or purports to limit, exclude or modify the statutory

consumer guarantees as provided under the Competition and

Consumer Act, as well as any other implied warranties under the

ASIC Act or similar consumer protection laws in the State and

Territories of Australia ("Non-Excludable Guarantees”). Except for

any liability that cannot by law be excluded, including the Non-

Excludable Guarantees, the Promoter (including its respective

officers, employees and agents) excludes all liability (including

negligence), for any personal injury; or any loss or damage (including

loss of opportunity); whether direct, indirect, special or

consequential, arising in anyway out of the promotion.

18. Except for any liability that cannot by law be excluded, including

the Non-Excludable Guarantees, the Promoter (including its

respective officers, employees and agents) is not responsible for and

excludes all liability (including negligence), for any personal injury;

or any loss or damage (including loss of opportunity); whether direct,

indirect, special or consequential, arising in anyway out of: (a) any

technical difficulties or equipment malfunction (whether or not

under the Promoter's control); (b) any theft, unauthorised access or

third party interference; (c) any entry or prize claim that is Late, lost,

altered, damaged or misdirected (whether or not after their receipt

by the Promoter) due to any reason beyond the reasonable control of

the Promoter; (d) any variation in prize value to that stated in these

Terms and Conditions; (e) any tax liability incurred by a winner or

entrant; or (f) use of the prize.

19. If this promotion is interfered with in anyway or is not capable of

being conducted as reasonably anticipated due to any reason beyond

the reasonable control of the Promoter, the Promoter reserves the

right, in its sole discretion, to the fullest extent permitted by law: (a)

to disqualify any entrant; or (b) subject to any written directions from

a regulatory authority, to modify, suspend, terminate or cancel the

promotion, as appropriate.

20. The Promoter collects personal information in order to conduct

the promotion and may, for this purpose, disclose such information

to third parties, including but not limited to agents, contractors,

service providers, prize suppliers and, as required, to Australian

regulatory authorities. Entry is conditional on providing this

information. The Promoter may, for an indefinite period, unless

otherwise advised, use the information for promotional, marketing,

publicity, research and profiling purposes, including sending

electronic messages or telephoning the entrant. Entrants should

direct any request to opt out, access, update or correct information

to the Promoter. All entries become the property of the Promoter.

21 . All entries become the property of the Promoter. The collection,

use and disclosure of personal information provided in connection

with this promotion is governed by the Privacy Notice (see Contents

Page for location in this issue).

22. By entering this promotion, the entrant consents to receipt of any

email regarding the promotion, and other emails which inform the

entrant of the Promoter’s other publications, products, services and

events and to promote third party goods and services it may be

interested in.

23. The Promoter is Bauer Media Limited (ABN 1 8 053 273 546) of

54 - 58 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000. Phone: 9282 8000.

24. Authorised under permit numbers: NSW: LTPM/1 4/01 356,

ACT: TP1 4/04431.

THE PICTURE CHEEKY CROSS CONDITIONS OF ENTRY
1 . Information on how to enter and prizes form part of these

Conditions of Entry.

2. Entry is open to residents of Australia and New Zealand. Entrants

under 18 years must have prior parental or legal guardian consent

before entering. Employees of the Promoter and their immediate

families and agencies associated with this promotion are ineligible

to enter.

3. Promotion commences October 5, 2015 and final entries close last

mail on October 19, 2015 ("Promotional Period"). The winnerwill be

drawn at Bauer Media, 54 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000, on

October 26, 201 5 at 1 1 ,00am (AEST). All times expressed in these

Terms and Conditions are in AEST or AEDST as applicable. The

winnerwill be in writing within two (2) business days of the draw and

his/her name will be published in THE PICTURE magazine on

December 14, 2015.

4. To Enter, entrants must complete the Cheeky Cross crossword

indicated on the Cheeky Cross page correctly, and provide the

correct keyword from the puzzle and send the completed coupon to

CHEEKY CROSS #1389, THE PICTURE, PO Box 430, Eastern Suburbs

MC, NSW 2004.

5. Multiple entries permitted subject to each entry must be posted in

a separate stamped envelope.

6. The judges' decision is final and binding on all who enter and no

correspondence will be entered into.

7. The first (1 ) valid and correct entry drawn from all valid entries

received will win $1 000. Prize will be awarded in the form of a

cheque made in favour of the winner. The prize is not transferable

or exchangeable. Prize does not include any ancillary costs

associated with redeeming this prize. These are the responsibility of

the winner.

8. In the event that for any reason whatsoever the Winner does not

take the prize at the time stipulated by the Promoter, then the prize

will be forfeited by the Winner and cash will not be awarded in lieu of

the prize.

9. In the event that a prize, or part of a prize, is unavailable, the

Promoter reserves the right to substitute the prize or part of the

prize in its discretion with an alternative prize or part of the prize to

the same and equal recommended retail value and/or specification

subject to any written directions from the various Lottery

Departments.

1 0. The promoter is neither responsible nor liable for any late Lost or

misdirected mail (including but not limited to prizes).

1 1 . The Promoter is not responsible nor liable for any prize damaged

in transit in the delivery of their prize

1 2. Printing and other quality control errors will not invalidate an

otherwise valid prize claim. In the event of a query as to the validity of

an entry, the judges will determine whether or not the entry is to be

deemed valid, taking into consideration all mitigating circumstances

and knowledge available to them at the time of the judging. No

correspondence will be entered into.

13. In the event of unforeseen circumstances, war, terrorism, state

of emergency or disaster (including but not limited to natural

disasterlthe Promoter reserves the right to subject to reference to

all relevant state and territory rules and regulations, to cancel,

terminate, modify or suspend the promotion.

14. If a medical circumstance in some way restricts your ability to

enter the competition through the required mechanic, you are still

eligible to enter howeveryou must briefly state your circumstances

upon entry.

15. If your entry is selected as a winning entry, validation of your

circumstances/the validity of your entry will be undertaken by the

Promoter. Method of validation (without limitation) will be determined

by the Promoter in its complete discretion. If the winning entry is

deemed to be a winner, the winner will be notified as per the terms

and conditions herein. In the event that the Promoter requests the

entrant to sign any legal documents relating to the verification of their

medical circumstance, the legal documents will take the form

determined by the Promoter. It is a condition of accepting the prize

the winner sign any such legal documentation.

1 6. The Promoter may conduct such further draws at the same place

as the original draw and 1 .00pm as are necessary on March 20, 201

6

in order to distribute any prizes which remain unclaimed by that date

subject to reference to all relevant state and territory authorities.

The winnerwill be notified in writing within two days of the draw and

will be published in Picture magazine on May 2, 2016.

17. Nothing in these Terms and Conditions limits, excludes or

modifies or purports to limit, exclude or modify the statutory

consumer guarantees as provided under the Competition and

Consumer Act, as well as any other implied warranties under the

ASIC Act or similar consumer protection laws in the State and

Territories of Australia ("Non-Excludable Guarantees"). Except for

any liability that cannot by law be excluded, including the Non-

Excludable Guarantees, the Promoter (including its respective

officers, employees and agents) excludes all liability (including

negligence), for any personal injury; orany loss or damage (including

loss of opportunity); whether direct, indirect, special or

consequential, arising in anyway out of the promotion.

18. Except for any liability that cannot by law be excluded, including

the Non-Excludable Guarantees, the Promoter (including its

respective officers, employees and agents) is not responsible for and

excludes all liability (including negligence), for any personal injury;

or any loss or damage (including loss of opportunity); whether direct,

indirect, special or consequential, arising in anyway out of: (a) any

technical difficulties or equipment malfunction (whether or not

under the Promoter's control); (b) any theft, unauthorised access or

third party interference; (c) any entry or prize claim that is late, lost,

altered, damaged or misdirected (whether or not after their receipt

by the Promoter) due to any reason beyond the reasonable control of

the Promoter; (d) any variation in prize value to that stated in these

Terms and Conditions; (e) any tax liability incurred by a winner or

entrant; or (f) use of the prize.

19. If this promotion is interfered with in anyway or is not capable of

being conducted as reasonably anticipated due to any reason beyond

the reasonable control of the Promoter, the Promoter reserves the

right, in its sole discretion, to the fullest extent permitted by law: (a)

to disqualify any entrant; or (b) subject to any written directions from

a regulatory authority, to modify, suspend, terminate or cancel the

promotion, as appropriate.

20. The Promoter collects personal information in order to conduct

the promotion and may, for this purpose, disclose such information

to third parties, including but not limited to agents, contractors,

service providers, prize suppliers and, as required, to Australian

regulatory authorities. Entry is conditional on providing this

information. The Promoter may, for an indefinite period, unless

otherwise advised, use the information for promotional, marketing,

publicity, research and profiling purposes, including sending

electronic messages or telephoning the entrant. Entrants should

direct any request to opt out, access, update or correct information

to the Promoter. All entries become the property of the Promoter.

21 . All entries become the property of the Promoter. The collection,

use and disclosure of personal information provided in connection

with this promotion is governed by the Privacy Notice (see Contents

Page for location in this issue).

22. By entering this promotion, the entrant consents to receipt

of any email regarding the promotion, and other emails which

inform the entrant of the Promoter's other publications, products,

services and events and to promote third party goods and services it

may be interested in.

23. The Promoter is Bauer Media Limited (ABN 18 053 273 546) of 54

- 58 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000. Phone: 9282 8000.

24. Authorised under permit numbers: NSW: LTPM/1 4/01 361
,
ACT:

TP1 4/04430.

THE PICTURE SPOT THE DIFFERENCE CONDITIONS OF ENTRY
1 . Information on how to enter and prizes form part of these

Conditions of Entry. Participation is this promotion is deemed

acceptance of these terms and conditions.

2. Entry is open to residents of Australia and New Zealand. Entrants

under 18 years must have prior parental or legal guardian consent

before entering. Employees of the Promoter and their immediate

families and agencies associated with this promotion are ineligible to

enter.

3. Promotion commences October 5, 201 5 and final entries close last

mail on October 19, 2015 ("Promotional Period"). The winner will be

drawn at Bauer Media, 54 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000, on

October 26, 201 5 at 11 ,00am (AEST). All times expressed in these

Terms and Conditions are in AEST or AEDST as applicable. The

winnerwill be in writing within two (2) business days of the draw and

his/her name will be published in THE PICTURE magazine on

December 14, 2015.

4. To Enter, Entrants must complete the Spot The Difference puzzle

page correctly and send the completed coupon to SPOT THE
DIFFERENCE #1389, THE PICTURE, PO Box 429, Eastern Suburbs

MC, NSW 2004.

5. Multiple entries permitted subject to each entry must be posted in

a separate stamped envelope. The Promoter is neither responsible

nor liable for late or misdirected entries, including but not limited to

the cost of sending the entry via express post, registered post or

courier. These costs are the responsbility of the winner.

6. The judges' decision is final and no correspondence will be

entered into.

5. The first (1 ) valid and correct entry drawn from all valid entries

received will win $500 - Prize will be awarded in the form of a

cheque made in favour of the winner. The prize is not transferable or

exchangeable. Prize does not include any ancillary costs associated

with redeeming this prize. These are the responsibility of the winner.

6. In the event that for any reason whatsoever the Winner does not

take the prize at the time stipulated by the Promoter, then the prize

will be forfeited by the Winner and cash will not be awarded in lieu of

the prize.

7. In the event that a prize, or part of a prize, is unavailable, the

Promoter reserves the right to substitute the prize or part of the

prize in its discretion with an alternative prize or part of the prize to

the same and equal recommended retail value and/or specification

subject to any written directions from the various Lottery

Departments.

8. The promoter is neither responsible nor liable for any late lost or

misdirected mail (including but not limited to prizes).

9. The Promoter is not responsible nor liable for any prize damaged

in transit in the delivery of their prize

1 0. Printing and other quality control errors will not invalidate an

otherwise valid prize claim. In the event of a query as to the validity of

an entry, the judges will determine whether or not the entry is to be

deemed valid, taking into consideration all mitigating circumstances

and knowledge available to them at the time of the judging. No

correspondence will be entered into.

1 1 . In the event of unforeseen circumstances, war, terrorism, state

of emergency or disaster (including but not limited to natural

disasterlthe Promoter reserves the right to subject to reference to

all relevant state and territory rules and regulations, to cancel,

terminate, modify or suspend the promotion.

12. If a medical circumstance in some way restricts your ability to

enter the competition through the required mechanic, you are still

eligible to enter howeveryou must briefly state your circumstances

upon entry.

1 3. If your entry is selected as a winning entry, validation of your

circumstances/ the validity of your entry will be undertaken by the

Promoter. Method of validation (without limitation) will be determined

by the Promoter in its complete discretion. If the winning entry is

deemed to be a winner, the winner will be notified as per the terms

and conditions herein. In the event that the Promoter requests the

entrant to sign any legal documents relating to the verification of their

medical circumstance, the legal documents will take the form

determined by the Promoter. It is a condition of accepting the prize

the winner sign any such legal documentation.

14. The Promoter may conduct such further draws at the same place

as the original draw and 1 ,00pm as are necessary on March 20, 201

6

in order to distribute any prizes which remain unclaimed by that date

subject to reference to all relevant state and territory authorities.

The winnerwill be notified in writing within two days of the draw and

will be published in Picture magazine on May 2, 2016.

1 5. Nothing in these Terms and Conditions limits, excludes or

modifies or purports to limit, exclude or modify the statutory

consumer guarant ees as provided under the Competition and

Consumer Act, as well as any other implied warranties under the

ASIC Act or similar consumer protection laws in the State and

Territories of Australia ( "Non-Excludable Guarantees"). Except for

any liability that cannot by law be excluded, including the Non-

Excludable Guarantees, the Promoter (including its respective

officers, employees and agents) excludes all liability (including

negligence), for any personal injury; or any loss or damage (including

loss of opportunity); whether direct, indirect, special or consequential,

arising in anyway out of the promotion.

1 6. Except for any liability that cannot by law be excluded, including

the Non-Excludable Guarantees, the Promoter (including its

respective officers, employees and agents) is not responsible for and

excludes all liability (including negligence), for any personal injury; or

any loss or damage (including loss of opportunity); whether direct,

indirect, special or consequential, arising in any way out of: (a) any

technical difficulties or equipment malfunction (whether or not under

the Promoter's control); (b) any theft, unauthorised access or third

party interference; (c) any entry or prize claim that is late, lost,

altered, damaged or misdirected (whether or not after their receipt by

the Promoter) due to any reason beyond the reasonable control of the

Promoter; (d) any variation in prize value to that stated in these Terms

and Conditions; (e) any tax liability incurred by a winner or entrant; or

(f) use of the prize.

1 7. If this promotion is interfered with in anyway or is not capable of

being conducted as reasonably anticipated due to any reason beyond

the reasonable control of the Promoter, the Promoter reserves the

right, in its sole discretion, to the fullest extent permitted by law: (a) to

disqualify any entrant; or (b) subject to any written directions from a

regulatory authority, to modify, suspend, terminate or cancel the

promotion, as appropriate.

1 8. The Promoter collects personal information in order to conduct

the promotion and may, for this purpose, disclose such information to

third parties, including but not limited to agents, contractors, service

providers, prize suppliers and, as required, to Australian regulatory

authorities. Entry is conditional on providing this information. The

Promoter may, for an indefinite period, unless otherwise advised, use

the information for promotional, marketing, publicity, research and

profiling purposes, including sending electronic messages or

telephoning the entrant. Entrants should direct any request to opt out,

access, update or correct information to the Promoter. All entries

become the property of the Promoter.

1 9. All entries become the property of the Promoter. The collection,

use and disclosure of personal information provided in connection

with this promotion is governed by the Privacy Notice (see Contents

Page for location in this issue).

20. By entering this promotion, the entrant consents to receipt of any

email regarding the promotion, and other emails which inform the

entrant of the Promoter's other publications, products, services and

events and to promote third party goods and services it may be

interested in.

21 . The Promoter is Bauer Media Limited (ABN 18 053 273 546)

of 54 - 58 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000. Phone: 9282 8000.

22. Authorised under permit numbers: NSW: LTPM/1 4/01 384,

ACT: TP1 4/04429.
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13A1M13 [IF BROTHERS
HAD been going out with this guy

for a couple of months, and he

was just what I wanted - tall,

clean-cut, handsome, big puppy dog

eyes and a big, solid cock to play

with. The only problem was that

I was used to mucking around with

a lot of guys and just sticking to him

was giving me a bad case of the itchy

pants. If only there was another one

of him, I found myself thinking. It

turned out there was.

One day I turned up all horny and

hot and bothered ready for one of

our massive fuck sessions and

nearly fell over when I entered his

flat - there was this other guy who
was almost the clone of my fella. It

was his younger brother, and the

resemblance was uncanny.

If anything, the younger one was

just that bit more innocent and

soulful-looking. I immediately

started plotting howto get them

both to fuck me. So we cracked a few

wines and I flirted like hell with the

brother, Brian, every time my bloke,

Jason, was out of the room, and vice

versa, so pretty soon they were both

turned on as hell. I could tell by the

bulges in their pants.

When I figured the time was right,

I lay down on the couch with my head

in Brian’s lap and my toes rubbing

Jason’s cock through his pants.

I knew by the dopey look on Jason’s

face that his cock was getting ready

to explode, so when I unzipped

Brian’s pants and started sucking his

cock, there was no argument from

either of them. They spent the arvo

double-teaming me on the couch,

and I was in heaven when I was

spit-roasted between their two

meaty cocks. Ultimately, I lost track

of who was doing what to me, but

I didn’t care. That day, I lived out one

of my wildest fantasies, even though

they weren’t actually twins.

D.B., GLADSTONE, OLD
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KNEW my girl Shay had a bit of

a history, and I didn’t mind - in fact

it always turned me on. But when
she said an old school friend of hers

was passing through town and was

gunna stay with us, I didn’t suspect

anything. It just never occurred to

me that this chick was part of her wild

and woolly past. But when Julie

showed up at our doorstep, I was

pretty impressed. She was tall and

dark, with a massive rack, and when
she and Shay kissed hello, I was sure

I saw a bit of tongue action happening.

Anyway, we sat up that night glugging

the bourbon until I went to bed to leave

them catching up. About 2am, I woke

up and Shay still wasn’t in bed, so I

went out into the lounge room only to

find the two of them naked and 69ing

on the floor!

I stood there for a minute not

knowing what to do, then Shay lifted

her head out of Julie’s crotch and

asked: “Care to join us?” Well, duh! As

I chucked off my dressing gown, they

manoeuvred around so Julie was

kneeling in front of Shay eating her

out, giving me a great view of her hairy

pussy poking out between her arse

cheeks. She was practically dripping,

so my throbber slid in easy as, and she

really pushing back and gripped my
cock with her smoo. The great thing

was as I was fucking Julie I was

looking over her head at Shay, who
was writhing around from the licking

Julie was giving her while she played

with her own tits. I remembered just in

time not to blow my load inside Julie,

and pulled out and came on her arse.

It was cool when she reached around

and rubbed it all over her round

globes. We managed a couple more

threebies before she took off.

R.C., MOSMAN, NSW

Gills, send us a nude or topless photo

of yourself to run along with your fuck

story and we'll pay you $250!

Score $50 if we publish your hot tonking

tale! Make sure it's no longer than 300

words, and include your current address

and phone number. Letters may be

edited for clarity.

Each photo must be signed on the

back by the F*** Pix girl in the photo.

Please include your phone number
and a copy of your photo ID.

I hereby give THE PICTURE magazine the right to publish

one of the enclosed photos of me. I am over 18 years of age.

Any persons sending F*** Pix photos without the written

permission of the subject will be liable to criminal

prosecution.

I give permission for my photo to be used on the Internet.

Tick if you do not wish us to provide information about you

to any organisation not associated with this competition.

NAME

ADDRESS

DATE OF BIRTH

PHONE POSTCODE

SIGNATURE

I

WAS gunning the crew-cab ute to work

near Ballina when I saw two blonde

honeys hitch-hiking and swung over to

give them a lift. I spend way too much time on

the road by myself, so any chance for a yack

with a couple of babes is always welcome.

I chucked their gear in the back, and then

they piled in, one next to me and one in the

rear seat. Turned out they were Danish, and

seeing Australia on the cheap, and saving

money by hitching. Anyway, they wanted to

know about the beaches, and one of them

asked: “Do you know one where we could go

swimming nude?” I told them I knew a spot

that was unofficially legal nudey, and

they said “Let’s go!” At first, I was

gunna drop them off and go to work,

but when they asked: “Aren’t you

coming too?” I suddenly felt

a case of the flu coming on and

rang the boss to tell him I was

crook. When we hit this beach

and they dropped their gear,

it was all I could do from

cracking an instant diamond

cutter. It was a Monday and

there was nobody else

around, so after we had

a swim and we lay our

towels down and they

snuggled in close on either

side of me. While one was

licking my neck the other one

started playing with my old

fella, then went down on me.

She sucked me long enough

to get me hard - about two

seconds - then threw a leg

over me and slid her juicy moot down on my
cock. I was enjoying watching her bounce

up and down, when all of a sudden everything

went black. I couldn't see a fucken thing, but

everything felt - and tasted - great. Then

they swapped over and went again.

Afterwards I dropped them at the hostel in

the next town, and that was that - my first

threesome. Bewdy!

A.J., LENNOX HEAD, NSW
V
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GO HARD! GO HOMIES!

This week...

BEAUT BUM ASK THE HOMIES BEDROOM BABE TOP TITS



FAITH
COTTESLOE, WA

A

"Honest, earing and

compassionate” Faith is

a 23 -year-old student who
does the odd shift at a sex

shop. We love our localporn

shop! What’s the weirdest

thing you’ve ever seen while at

work? “In fact, a sex shop

is the most unusual place

I have had sex. I had sex with

another female in the sex shop

with customers coming and

going.” You obviously like

a bit ofa knickers-down risk.

“I have had sex outside on

several occasions, including

outside of a council building

and in the school grounds.”

What are the BENEFITS of
working in a grot emporium ?

“I certainly watch porn; both

lesbian and straight.” Anyone
who ’d root ugly Pommy porn
star Ben Dover would be pretty

kinky. “I even did my own porn

shoot for a mag with another

female.” A fitting way to take

your work to the next level.

WHAT IS THE MOST UNUSUAL
PLACE YOU HAVE FLICKED

“Nowhere in

particular.”
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"I had sex in a

sex shop with

a woman
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APPLE
MYALL LAKES, NSW

“I love my work as a nude model,” says

delicious 20-year-old Thai spunk Apple.

What a coincidence; so do we. “I love

modelling and it turns me on that other guys

look at my great pictures. Even if the days

are long and hot on a sunny beach all day,

I end up taking a swim to cool down
from the heat. My skin is dark, and I love

spending time at the beaches of Thailand

and here in Australia.” Did your guidance
counsellor steeryou towards this line of
work? “I started as a nude model when

I was 18. One photographer asked me to

do some outdoor modelling for him.

I ended up doing nude modelling, and

then I knew it was fun and I have been

busy doing fashion, nude and nude art

shoots ever since. I like my curvy butt

a lot.” We’re starting a fan club for
your BUM at the office, too.

WHAT IS THE MOST UNUSUAL PLACE
YOU HAVE FLICKED THE BEAN? “In

a bar.”

THE PICTURE 79



A I told him

to spank me
everytime L<

I bent over
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FANNIE BAY, NT

What with all the diggers dying

off like erm, elderly people

TEND TO DO, maybe Anzac

Day has had its run, and it

should be replaced with this

beaut suggestion from 22-year-

old Miley. “The sexiest thing

I have done for someone

recently was on Steak and

Blowjob Day. I was seeing

a guy for about three weeks,

but was already getting a little

bored with him in the bedroom,

so I thought I’d spice things

up a little.” You put paprika

on his bell end? “I dressed up

in a small skimpy chef’s outfit

and told him I was cooking

dinner tonight. He was a bit

gobsmacked at the outfit,

I proceeded to start cooking

and handed him a wooden spoon

and told him to spank me every

time I went in to a cupboard

or opened the oven.” We’re not

sure that helped with the steak

part ofthe evening. You burned

it, didn ’t you ? Don ’t worry - if

we didn ’t have a kebabjoint

downstairs, we ’d be dead.

WHAT IS THE MOST
UNUSUAL PLACE
YOU HAVE FLICKED THE
BEAK “Not telling.”

“I work as a camgirl and adult

performer, I love it,” says

25-year-old Anneke. “I have

my own porn production

company. I really love my
work, I am my own boss.” So
you ’re NOT the shy

,
retiring

type, then ? “I love to have

sex in the car. And sex outside

is fine. I love to do it in the

woods.” Just blokes
, is it?

Girls, too. Obviously, it’s

different than sex with a boy.

And I think it is better, few

men really know how to fuck a

girl. Girls have more empathy

when they fuck and this is

really important, because they

1

1

worry that the other person is

enjoying.” Maybe you should

have a girl and a guy at once

so he picks up some tips.

“My first threesome was

a long time ago with two

friends. They were a couple,

but after the threesome they

split. It was sad.”

WHAT IS THE MOST
UNUSUAL PLACE YOU
HAVE FLICKED THE BEAN?
“In a church. It was for one of

my porn videos.”

have more
empathy
when they
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KENDAL!
FANNIE BAY, NT

“A couple of weeks ago, after a night out in

town, me and this guy ended up at this servo

somehow,” says 22-year-old beachgoer and

general SPUNK Kendall. Somehow? “It

was after dinner and some drinks.” Nothing

comes to mind after that, eh? “I don’t even

remember how we got there, but we ended

up having sex next to the servo near this huge

pine tree, assuming it would hide us.” We’re

guessing it didn’t. “It certainly didn’t,

because a cabbie rocked up and saw
everything; his pants down, my dress up.

Ha.” So, was the cab driver all chatty

and EXPANSIVE? “No. Not a bit.

The cab ride home was kinda awkward.”

We’d be surprised if the driver had
both hands on the wheel, that is for sure.

Unless he had to pick his nose.

WHAT IS THE MOST UNUSUAL PLACE
YOU HAVE FLICKED THE BEAN? “Let’s

just simplify the question, and ask where

I haven’t. Probably public transport is the

only place I haven’t done it.”
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“I would love to smother my
face and cock in those tits of

yours. And you probably can

imagine what I would like to

do with your arse. How big are

your boobs?”

ALLAN, SUTHERLAND NSW

DANI SAYS :“Thanks, babe.

I love them, too. They are an
8DD and they enjoy lots of
attention. I reckon I will be

back in The Picture soon.”

SYDNEY, NSW

“You look fit and strong, and

you would be an absolutely top

fuck, I reckon. I hope to see you

back in Picture .”

RONNIE,WODONGA VIC

ASKTHE
HOMIES

BERENl “/ intend to

appear again in The Picture.

My body is a temple that enjoys

worship, and it’ll be in The

Picture for as long as they keep

printing my photos.

r

ASKANYHOME GIRL ANYTHING YOU LIKE. Chuck us an email at

askthehomegirls@bauer-media.com.au or write to Ask The Home
Girls c/o THE PICTURE, GPO Box 5201, Sydney, NSW 2000.

“I recently got all dressed up

in a prisoner’s costume for

a guy,” says 35-year-old

Emma. Lawks! Sounds like

fun. As long as it wasn’tfor

an actual life sentence. “No,

it was for a young teenage

love I knew back when I was

a teen.” How did the game of
dress-ups end up playing out?

“We ended up doing it in the

sideways position while I was
chained up.” Obviously, he

was nice enough to unchain

you afterwards, too! He
sounds like a keeper. What
other costumes do you like to

like to deck yourself out in?

“I like my school girl’s outfit.

It makes me feel young again.”

You still look like you’re

pretty young! Were you pretty

wild at high school? “Not

particularly. I had just one or

two young loves.”

WHAT IS THE MOST
UNUSUAL PLACE YOU HAVE
FLICKED THE BEAN?
“On my aunt’s couch. I just

started feeling myself. I didn’t

get caught, but she got up

and came to the kitchen soon

afterwards.”

We did it

sideways

while I was
chained up’
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“I love being submissive,” says 21 -year-old

owner of heart-shaped nipples, Alice. “Tie

me up, spank my arse, hold me down and

choke me and tell me I’m a good girl, and

I’m all yours.” Tell us about those nipples.

“I love, love, love my love heart areolas.

I have perky nipples and the tattoos look so

realistic it’s just like having natural hearts.”

Hopefully you show them off with heaps

ofoutdoor rootage. “I’ve been pretty boring

with sex in public. It is not that I haven’t

wanted to; it just hasn’t happened. The most

public place I have had sex was at a drive-

in cinema, or broadcasting myself on the

internet.” Say what? “I love playing with

myself when people are watching, so I have

made a few videos. But I will be making lots

more. And my Snapchat is always brimming

full of naughty snaps.”

WHAT IS THE MOST UNUSUAL PLACE YOU
HAVE FLICKED THE BEAN?
“Probably outdoors. By the pool, on the lawn
- in a tree house.”

THE PICTURE



“Romantic

dinners

are boring’

MILLIE
LANE COVE, NSW

“My ideal night out is definitely a loud

trip to the pub with friends,” says 22-year-

old Latvian airline stewardess Hillie.

“Romantic dinners are boring.” Tell us

about serving people high in the sky.

“I don’t like being away from my family

but I do like travelling to new places all

the time.” What is the worst behaviour you
have seen in the air? “The most obnoxious

behaviour I have seen on a flight is a man
who got so drunk, he refused to get off

the plane once it landed. He said he was
tired and needed a few hours rest before he

would get off, he was so rude and nasty,

and eventually, he was escorted off.” We
didn ’t realise the NRL had a Latvian

team. How do you relax when you land?

“I love going to the gym, playing netball

and shopping. But I also enjoy staying at

home and watching Netflix with a glass of

wine and some friends. That is one of my
favourite things to do.”

WHAT IS THE MOST UNUSUAL PLACE
YOU HAVE FLICKED THE BEAN?
“I would rather not answer that.”
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I’m confident

in my
own skin

l

ISABELLA
MISSION BEACH, OLD

If you are “a passionate strong man who
knows how to caress my body”, beaut

20-year-old Honduran model and bartender

Isabella is interested. “I like to be in control

or to be controlled by a strong beautiful man
who knows what he is doing. He should be

brown, tall, muscled, super sexy and, most

important, loyal and respectful. Someone
like Johnny Depp or Brad Pitt in Troy.”

Setting the bar a TAD HIGH there. What
do you like about your own body? “My
face, my legs, my hands and my future boob

implants.” Que pasa? “Joking. I guess I’ll go

with my face. I have been modelling nude for

a while. I like the feeling of being nude.

I am confident in my own skin.” Any kinks

in bed? “Anal. I have enjoyed it. It feels

painful, but gives pleasure at the same time.”

WHAT IS THE MOST UNUSUAL PLACE YOU
HAVE FLICKED THE BEAN?
“I am always busy and around people and

have actually never masturbated before.”
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LUCIA
ADELAIDE, SA

“I like older males to dominate me,” says

29-year-old model and occasional pom star

Lucia. You like them to yell atyou

to get offtheir lawns? “No.” Which celebrity

wouldyou most like to SCRUMP with?

You ’re not allowed to say US, because

technically, we’re NOT celebrities. “Well,

David Bowie is the celebrity I’d most like

to sleep with” He’s South African, isn’t

he? What kind ofINTERESTING THING
gets you happy in bed? “I have had many
threesomes and group sex experiences

because I lead a liberated lifestyle. I once had

a gangbang with 15 guys. It was amazing, I had

15 hot guys lining up to fuck me and we did

double pussy and double penetration, as well.

I felt empowered, desirable and sexual and, to

date, it is still one ofmy best experiences.”

WHAT IS THE MOST UNUSUAL PLACE
YOU HAVE FLICKED THE BEAN? “In

many memorable places. The Empire State

Building, for one.”
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I just

watched
some porn

Jl

SARAH
MORDIALLOC, VIC

No doubt you are all keen to know what

29-year-old health industry worker Sarah

has been up to since her perky NANAS
last graced our pages. “Not much,

really. Just watched some porn with

my man and played with some handcuffs,

a blindfold and whipped cream.” What
was the porn you watched? “Teens who
crave big dicks.” Sounds an interesting

plot line - any BIG NAMES? “I don’t

really know; I was too busy licking the

cream off my boyfriend’s cock. He was

the one who chose it.” What otherfood
do you put on his dick? Hummus? “No,

we use chocolate dipping sauce.” Chilli

sauce would spice things up. “Once,

a while back, he was cooking with chillies.

I didn’t know that, and he didn’t wash his

hands. He then played with me, and boy

did it bum.” Might have been a good time

to break out the whipped cream.

WHAT IS THE MOST UNUSUAL PLACE
YOU HAVE FLICKED THE BEAN?
“Nowhere really unusual; just my
bedroom.”

18* WAP enabled Sind network / data charges may apply

Send STOP to 1970221 1 to quit. You agree to rev free

pronto into. SMS stopall to 1970221 1 to stop offers.
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my favourite” BEDROOM
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JESS SHERI
TUNCURRY, NSW

We doubt ?2 -year-old promo
model Jess Sheree has the full

set ofMy Little Pony dolls.

“I am quite the guy’s girl.

I like hanging out with the

boys, doing manly shit.”5o

you appreciate thefemale

form. “I once did some sexual

experimentation with two of

my girlfriends on a public

main beach at 2am.” We’re

assuming this experimentation

did not involve BUNSEN
BURNERS. “More like lots

of stuff! Kissing, touching and

licking.” What did you like

about the LICKING part of it?

“It felt freaking amazing,

of course. I swing both ways,

but there is nothing better

than getting licked out by

a gorgeous chick.” Have you
had very much group sex?

“Only two threesomes. All-girl

is super hot, but it’s so sensual

at the same time. Whereas two-

girls-one-guy is nice because

you’ve got both to work with.

All-girl was probably my
favourite.” Ever wanted two

guys? “I’ve imagined it, but

I think it would be a really

awkward scenario for the

two guys.”

WHAT IS THE MOST UNUSUAL
PLACE YOU HAVE FLICKED
THE BEAN? “In a cinema.”



JESS’S
BEDROOM
ESSENTIALS

Books "I am a bit nerdy

like that.”

Vibrator “Let’s face it; I'd

be lost without my best

friend.”

Episodes of Family Guy

freakin’ love that shit.”

A
A
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I like it

doggy style
jj

m

“Recently, I have enjoyed

getting pinned against the

wall and fucked from behind,”

says 25-year-old Chinese

spunk Lia. Wow, that IS

quite a nice little move. What
other KINKYpositions get

you off? “I think the pinning

against the wall gives it away:

I like doggy style.” What’s

the VIBE on a spot of anal?

Would you be into that?

“I am not that much into it.

But I do sort of like the idea

of doing that to a guy. It might

be a lot of fun. He would have

to be pretty open-minded.”

And OPEN-BOTTOMED!
Have you got your strap-on

ready for when you get a guy
to agree? “Ha ha. Maybe.”

Is fucking a girl with a strap

on something you plan

on doing? “It is definitely

something I would like to

try in the future. It would
be the best fun.” Then we
wish you all the best in your
CUMMING adventures!

WHAT IS THE MOST
UNUSUAL PLACE YOU HAVE
FLICKED THE BEAN? “I once

lay down on a towel on the

balcony of a hotel and had

a lazy one. It was very warm
and I don’t know if anyone

saw me do it.”

©

v

V
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Hike

anal! You

have to keep

trying
PP

CHAHLCH
WEST END, QLD

Charlotte is a 27-year-old Spaniard with

a message for the “it hurts back there”

brigade; HARDEN up! “I like anal! I only

dislike people who say they don’t like it

‘because once was bad’ . And? You have to

keep trying.” That’s the, ery Dunkirk spirit

or whatever you call it in Spain. What other

positions do you like? “The face-off. We
sit on the edge of the bed, face to face, and

I ride. The best is the friction of the clitoris

against the man’s body. And I have had a

threesome, once. It was with a man and

a bisexual woman. For her, it wasn’t her first

time, but for my friend and me, it was. I have

a few images of that moment in my head

that drive me crazy. And once I was having

sex in the middle of a field. Suddenly a dog

appeared and behind him, his owner, an old

English lady who got stupefied and started to

yell at us. We run away, of course, naked.”

WHAT IS THE MOST UNUSUAL PLACE YOU
HAVE FLICKED THE BEAN?
“Maybe while I was in a tent camping.”

THE PICTURE 93
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SCORE $400
GIRLS - WIN BULK MOOLAH AND A CLASSY
PHOTO SHOOT JUST FOR NUDING UP AND
SENDING IN YOUR PICS!

t

• #

get full

satisfaction

need

t

£2 BARA
BONDI, NSW

The I uropean 1 nion is doing

well keeping the place together,

if these pics of 24-year-old

Spaniard Queen Bee and

27-year-old Pole Sara are any

guide. You both seem good at

this nudity thing. Sara: “Being

photographed naked makes me
feel more attractive. I think I

look better naked then dressed

anyway.” Queen Bee: “I can’t

imagine a better thing to do.

I love being photographed

naked and I don’t think there is

anything I dislike about it. In

fact, I feel more comfortable

naked than with clothes on.”

Does this togetherness on

camera extend to girl-girl

loving in real life? Sara:

“I have only had sex with

another woman once in my
life. They are very gentle and

delicate. I like kissing other

girls, but to get full satisfaction,

I need a man.” How about Pole-

dancing? Anyone? Hellooo?

WHAT IS THE MOST UNUSUAL
PLACE YOU HAVE FLICKED
THE BEAN?
Queen Bee: “I masturbated

on a bus travelling from Madrid

to my home city in Spain.”

Sara: “I think I remember
masturbating in a toilet between

classes when I was in high

school.”

(
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There’s never a dull moment
when you’re hanging out with

19-year-old Nikki. When she’s

not FLIPPING BURGERS
at the local Hungry Jacks, the

beaut Cronulla local makes

every second of her time off

count. “I like to drink Cruisers

at the beach with my friends,”

admits Nikki. Ever get ROWDY
with any boys? “Occasionally,

I’ve kind of got a boyfriend at

the moment now, though, so

I don’t do random hook-ups

so much anymore.” Where ’d

ya meet this lucky fella? “On
the beach, of course.” Ofcourse.

Didja play a bit ofHIDE THE

SAUSAGE? “We have done,

yeah. I wasn’t a big fan of it

though, I got a fair bit of sand

in my vadge.” Ah, that’s no

good - maybe throw a towel

down next time? “I think I may
have to, but it’s not really as

exciting if you plan it. I like

having crazy spontaneous sex.

Like fucking in an elevator

or something.” Tell us about

that! “Oh, I haven’t done that,

but I think it would be pretty

crazy and spontaneous.” It sure

bloody would!

WHERE'S THE MOST UNUSUAL
PLACE YOU'VE FLICKED THE
BEAN?
“In an airport toilet. I was heaps

homy, waiting for a plane and

I had a bit of time to kill.”



FLASH FOR CASH!
Wanna be a Home Girl?

Send us your pics and if

they’re suitable for
<

publication in one of

the categories below
I

v

AND WE PRINT THEM \

we'll fling you the

appropriate cash. So

get snapping, fill in the

coupon, and see you

nude soon!

Topless Homie

Home Girl

Beaut Bum / Top Tits

mi Bedroom Babe / Homie on
Holiday / Homie with Hobbies

$400 Home Girl of the Week

Send your snaps to HOME GIRLS, THE PICTURE,

GPO Box 5201 ,
Sydney, NSW 2000. Each photo must

be signed on the back by the Home Girl.

Li Yes, I want to be a Home Girl (please tick)

I hereby give THE PICTURE magazine the right to publish one or more of the

enclosed photos of me. I give permission for my photo to be used on the

Internet, and on MMS, SMS or DVD.

0 I am over 18 years of age and attach a copy of photo identification (e.g.

driver's licence).

Cl Yes, I want my photographs to be published in the next Home Girls

Annual for which I will be paid $20 at time of publication.

D By signing this agreement I signify I have read, understand and agree to

be bound by the important Terms and Conditions below.

Important Terms and Conditi ons 1 . 1 acknowledge and agree that the publisher ofTHE
PICTURE magazine, Bauer Media Ltd, its licensees or assigns may publish or authorise

the publication of the pictures ofme in any layout or format, in whole or in part, without

restriction as to changes or alterations made from time to time and accompanied by any

text and/or graphics it chooses without further reference to me. 2. 1 hereby assign to Bauer

Media Ltd the worldwide copyright to the photographs and acknowledge that Bauer Media

Ltd may exercise all of the rights of the copyright owner in respect of the photographs,

including using or licensing the publication of the photographs in other publications and using

or licensing the publication of the photographs in any format including (but not limited to)

DVD, MMS, CD-ROM or the Internet. 3. 1 release Bauer Media Ltd its employees, agents,

related companies and assigns from all actions, suits, causes of actions, claims and demands

whatsoever which I may have at any time in connection with the photographs or arising from

or relating to their publication in print or electronic media, including any liability by virtue

of any blurring, distortion, alteration, context or otherwise, including (but not limited to) any

action for defamation. 4. 1 acknowledge that persons sending Home Girls photos without the

written permission of the subject will be liable to criminal prosecution.

• •

NAME

ADDRESS

DATE OF BIRTH

r'

PHONE (INCLUDE AREA CODE)

POSTCODE

Please tick if you do not wish us to provide information about you to any

organisation not associated with this competition. See page 60 for Privacy Notice.
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I SWAPPED
MY SHIRT
FOR THIS
BOTTLE

THIS ISSUE:

VODKA
The word vodka’ is derived from

the Russian for water, which is

Voda’. So logically, it’s gotta be

good for ya, right?

Back in the 15th century, vodka

11^ was said to have been used by

the Swedish as an ingredient in

gunpowder. Now that’s what ya call a shot!

During tough economic times in

Russia, teachers have been paid in

vodka. Little Vlad will think twice

about sassing a teacher full of angry juice.

The most expensive vodka in the

world is Billionaire Vodka which

goes for FIVE MILLION bucks a bot

The fancy booze is filtered through sand made
of crushed diamonds and other gems, and is

dished up in a diamond encrusted bottle.
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Apart from getting ya ABSOLUT-
LY BLOTTO, vodka can be used

for other stuff. Like, soaking

your razor blade in the stuff after a shave

disinfects it and prevents it from rusting.

After the surrender of Germany

Pi in World War II, the Russians

chucked a YOOJ party. After 22

hours of hardcore drinking, they discovered

they’d drunk the country dry. If that didn’t

trigger World War III, nothing will.

A litre of vodka weighs 953

grams and not 1kg as one

might’ve imagined. Who
woulda thunk it, eh?

Every PISSHEAD knows

you can chuck a bottle

of vodka in the freezer

without it crystallising. But that

doesn't mean it never freezes;

once taken below -26.95 degrees,

that shit hardens faster than

a bloke reading Home Giris.

M

W
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-

An internet NUTTER who calls
himself Shoenice, holds the world
record for the fastest downing of

hact ^ u
9 ?50ml bottle of vodka - The crazy

astard finished it in 9.6 seconds. We're sure thehangover lasted much longer
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Voted staff favourite.

Different to anything else we

have previously offered. You

won't believe the effects. A

satisfying, fresh and potent

product. Tastes great and is

one of the top herbal blends

in the world

!

5g RM005 $ 30.00
lOg RM006 $ 50.00

Take one of each of

our new products

and SAVE $ 30

!

That's right. Get a pack

of Arabian Night Herbal

Concentrate, Devil's Daze, Rasta

Madness and Blazed for the

amazing price of only $ 90 and

we will throw in XTRA LARGE

PAPERS PLUS A SAMPLE OF

FREE LEGAL BUD.

AS005 $90.00

Extremely satisfying and of

the absolute highest quality

this mix has been used for

centuries as a ceremonial

blend. Sweet smelling and

super relaxing.

!

5g BL005 $ 30.00

lOg BL006 $ 50.00
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Inspired by the tropical

bliss of Hawaii comes this

ever popular blend. Used

by natives for centuries

for its spiritual effects. You

will understand why this

is our best selling product

the moment you taste it.

5g HC005 $ 30.01

lOg HC006 $ 50.01

Carefully grown in the richest

soils and crafted by experts.

Every element has been

carefully selected because of

its rich history and for your

smoking pleasure. It has a

great aroma that can send

you to heaven

!
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FASTEST SERVICE

SECURE C/C PROCESSING WWW.HEHDhinGDOm.com
BY MAIL: HEAD KINGDOM, PO BOX 1691, CROWS NEST, NSW 2065.

NAME : EKr VISA DaMEX &
sorry no personal cheques or cash

MONEY
ORDER

ADDRESS :

STATE : POSTCODE:

CARD NO:

EXPIRY: CVC:

EMAIL : SIGN:
I certify I am over 18

ORDER
CODE OTY PRICE

ADD POSTAGE $10.00

TOTAL $

You must be over 18 to order these products. Credit card fraud is a crime. We report all credit card fraud to the police. Please allow up to ten (10) working days to receive your order. Testimonials are indicative only. Our products are 100%

legal, natural herbs and botanicals and are all tobacco/nicotine free. This product does not represent that it will, nor is it intended, to mimic or reproduce the effects of any illegal drug. As with most products of this kind the effects can vary

greatly between individuals. None of our herbs are intended to be a substitute for any medicine or drug, legal or otherwise. We provide information only about traditional uses of these herbs. If these products are ingested or consumed as

a tea they are herbal food products. If you choose to smoke these herbs you do so at your own risk as any form of smoke inhalation may be harmful. You should never operate machinery or vehicles unless both hands are on the wheel.

We make no claims with regards to the products offered here. Our products do not contain tobacco or nicotine. All herbal smokes are acceptable tobacco alternatives. All Rights Reserved.


